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When a system is acted upon by exterior disturbances, its time-development 
can often be described by a system of ordinary differential equations, provided 
that the disturbances are smooth functions. But for sound reasons physicists 
and engineers usually want the theory to apply when the noises belong to a larger 
class, including for example “white noise.” If the integrals in the system derived 
for smooth noises are reinterpreted as ItB integrals, the equations make sense; 
but in nonlinear cases they often fail to describe the time-development of the 
system. In this paper (extending previous work of the author) a calculus is set 
up for stochastic systems that extends to a theory of differential equations. When 
the equations are known that describe the development of the system when 
noises are smooth, an extension to the larger class of noises is proposed that in 
many cases gives results consistent with the smooth-noise case and also has 
“robust” solutions, that change by small amounts when the noises undergo 
small changes. This is called the “canonical” extension. 
Nevertheless, there are certain systems in which the canonical equations are 
inappropriate. A criterion is suggested that may allow us to distinguish when the 
canonical equations are the right choice and when they are not. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a concrete system-physical, economic, etc.-whose state at a time t 
can be characterized by a finite aggregate of real numbers S(t),..., x”(t). We 
shall suppose that we accept as adequate some scientific theory according to 
which, in the absence of external disturbances, the rate of change of xi at time t 
is a functionfP of the time and the state at time t. I f  the system is subjected to a 
set of external disturbances, the intensity of the pth disturbance being the 
derivative of a noise-function P( -), in many cases the scientific theory will allow 
us to assert that the time-evolution of the state will satisfy a system of equations 
xi(t) = xi(u) + St fi(s, x(s)) as + i Jtg;(s, x(s)) A??(s), V-1) 
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provided that the noise-functions are smooth enough. So if the z* are known 
and smooth enough to be in the domain of applicability of the scientific theory, 
the state is fully computable. 
However, in contemporary physics, engineering, etc., it often happens that 
the noises are random functions, and we wish to find the statistical properties 
of some function of the xi(t). But now we are on the horns of a dilemma. The 
only random functions for which any adequate mathematical theory exists are 
certain martingales, for example the Wiener process (white noise), and for these 
the sample functions are almost surely of unboundedvariation, so that the integrals 
in (1.1) do not exist as ordinary Stieltjes or Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrals, and 
moreover the sample-functions are not physically realizable and we have 
departed from the domain of applicability of the scientific theory. 
To get out of this impasse it is desirable first to extend the calculus in such a 
way that a single unified theory of integration and of differential equations will 
apply both to ordinary, say Lipschitzian, processes zo and to those martingales 
and other processes that are convenient for investigating the statistics of functions 
of the state. As soon as this is done Eq. (1.1) will be meaningful for all such 
processes; but it does not at all follow that it will correctly predict the time- 
development of the state of the system. We need a procedure for constructing 
mathematical models of systems which not only are meaningful both for the 
physically realizable (Lipschitzian) noises and for the idealizations to other 
mathematically desirable processes, but have several other properties. One of 
these is consistency. For those sample functions that happen to be Lipschitzian, 
the model should yield state-functions that agree with those furnished by (1.1). 
Another is a type of stability. If in some reasonable sense the input noises zp are 
changed only slightly, the corresponding state-functions should also change only 
slightly, in some reasonable sense. Several senses are possible. One, for example, 
is that if P is replaced by another process whose sample-functions are with 
probability nearly 1 uniformly close to those of ~0, then the state-processes xi 
should have sample-functions that with probability close to 1 are uniformly 
close to those corresponding to P. Stability in this sense is discussed in Section 
16. In order to attain it we have to define an integral of a type different from the 
standard stochastic integrals Jfd.; these are the “second-order” integrals. 
Also, for this type of stability it is necessary (but not always sufficient) that the 
equations in the model be of a certain form, which we call “canonical.” Another 
type of stability is that in which the individual sample functions are disregarded, 
and statistics of solutions alone considered. For this type of stability we ask that 
if the zp are replaced by other processes whose statistics are in some sense near 
those of the P, the state functions xi should likewise be replaced by others with 
nearly the same statistics. This leads us in Section 17 to an example in which the 
apparently best model satisfies a noncanonical system of equations. This is an 
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example in economics, in which the system before idealization did not satisfy 
equations of the form (1. I), so that the need of a noncanonical model should 
perhaps not occasion much surprise. 
In a recently published book [5] we have studied such problems in some detail. 
We shall refer to this book often enough so that we denote it by the abbreviation 
SC&SM. In that book, in order to emphasize the applications, the integration 
theory was limited to one that resembled Riemann integration, with only some 
indications of the way of extending the theory to an integral resembling (and 
including) the Lebesgue integral. In this paper we shall concentrate on the 
stronger Lebesgue-type integral, and shall include more strictly mathematical 
developments. Also, there are some other changes. In particular the class of noise- 
processes is somewhat larger; the reason for this change is not that the theory 
is thereby slightly generalized, but that the statements of some theorems are 
simplified. 
2. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
When several stochastic processes are mentioned in the same theorem, we shall 
always assume that they are based on the same probability triple, which we shall 
always denote by (Q, de, P). P recesses denoted by z, with or without affixes, will 
always be real-valued processes on a closed interval, usually denoted by [a, b]. 
A function f or g or h (with or without affixes) that occurs as an integrand will 
usually be real-valued. Sometimes it is convenient to allow it to be an n-vector- 
valued process or an extended-real-valued process, but in such cases this will be 
explicitly stated unless obvious from the context. 
By a partition 9 in an interval [a, b) we shall mean a finite set of pairs 
((~1 , Ad,..., (Q , 4s)) . m w ic h h each 7j is a point of [a, b) and each A$ is a right- 
open subinterval of [a, b), and the Ai are pairwise disjoint. The points Q-~ are 
called the evaluation-points of the partition, and the Aj are the intervals of the 
partition. If the union of the Aj is [a, b), we shall say that 9 is a partition of [a, b). 
Partitions in which each 7j is in the closure Ai- of the corresponding interval 
were used by Riemann in defining the Riemann integral; but they are well known 
to be unsuitable for use in defining stochastic integrals. Partitions in which each 
7i is the left end-point of the corresponding A, were used earlier by Cauchy, 
and they occur also in the definition of the It6 integral. We shall call them 
Cuuchy partitions. But in the present theory the most useful partitions are those 
in which for each j, the interval Ai is “later” than TV , that is, Aj C [TV , b). 
Such partitions we shall call “belated” partitions. 
Let 9’ be a partition, with the notation used above, and let Aj be the interval 
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[cj , &). For every function h on [a, b) we denote the increment of h over Aj 
by A,h: 
Ajh = h(dj) - h(cj). (2-l) 
The partition-sum corresponding to the partition B and the processes f, 9,. . . , x” 
is defined to be 
S(P; f; xl,..., z”) = i f(~j) AjZl a-. Ajzm, (2.2) 
j=l 
where we have suppressed the w as usual. This is a random n-vector if f is. 
By analogy with the Riemann integral, it is reasonable to define the integral 
to be the limit of these partition-sums, in some sense, as the partitions “become 
finer.” A reasonable sense of convergence suggests itself at once; it is convergence 
in probability. Given any two random n-vectors X, y, we can define the pseudo- 
distance p(x, y) between them to be the infimum of numbers e such that 
P(j x - y j 3 e) < e. It is well known that this is a pseudo-metric on the class 
of random n-vectors, and that convergence in j-distance is equivalent to con- 
vergence in probability. The crux of the matter is the definition of fineness of 
the partition. We shall define a gauge on [a, b) to be a pair (6, S*) in which S* 
is a positive number and 6 is a nonnegative function on [a, b) that is positive 
at almost all points of [a, b). Then the partition 9 = {(rl, Al),..., (TV, AL)} 
is a (S, S*)-partition, or is (6, S*)-$ne, if 
(2.3a) for euchj in {I,..., K}, Aj C [pi, 7j + S(Tj)); 
(2.3b) the set [a, b)\(A, u ... u A,) has Lebesgue measure less than S*. 
Observe that every (6, S*)-partition is a belated partition, and that no t with 
S(t) = 0 can enter as an evaluation-point 7j in the sum s(9; f; xi,..., P), 
since then [t, t + S(t)) is empty. 
We can now define the It&belated integral. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let f be an n-vector-valued stochastic process on an 
interval [a, b), and let 9 ,..., am be real-valued processes on [a, b]. Then the 
processf has an It&belated integral with respect to zl,..., P over [a, b) if there 
exists a random n-vector J such that for every positive E there is a gauge (6, S*) 
such that whenever B is a (6, S*)-partition in [a, b) it is true that 
&S(B; f; xl ,..., P), J) < E. 
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Every J for which this is true is called a version of the integral, and is denoted 
(ambiguously) by either of the symbols 
s :f(t) dzl(t) a*- dzm(t), jbf dz? ... dz”. a 
This integral is the principal object of study in this paper, so for brevity we 
shall say that f is integrable (with respect to al,..., P) over [a, b) if the It& 
belated integral exists, and the word “integral,” unmodified, shall mean this 
integral. We shall also use the Lebesgue integral and the Riemann integral, 
but these will be specified by name when used. 
Temporarily we denote by Y*(S, S*) the set of all (S, S*) partitions in [a, b). 
For each gauge (6, S*) on [a, b) th is set is nonempty; in fact, it contains a Cauchy 
partition in [a, b). To show this, to each t in the set B of measure b - a on 
which S(t) > 0 we assign all intervals [t, t + c] with c < min{S(t), b - t}. 
These form a Vitali covering of B, so there is a pairwise disjoint sequence 
[tj , tj + ci] of these intervals whose union contains almost all points of B. 
We can and do choose finitely many of them, say [ti , tl + +I,..., [tk, t, + cJ, 
with total length greater than b - a - S*. The pairs (tl , [tr , t, + cr)),..., 
(tk , [tk , t, + cJ) then form a (S, S*) Cauchy partition in [u, b). 
If (6, , %*I and (% , h*) are gauges on [a, b), and 6 is the function 6, A 6, 
whose value at each t is the smaller of S,(t) and S,(t), and S* is the smaller 
6,” A 6,” of S,* and S,*, we see readily that (6, S*) is also a gauge on [a, b), 
and that 
8*(s, s*) = B”(S, , s,*) n 4p*(s, ) s,*). 
This shows that the sets 8*(S, S*) form a direction, or filter-base; in fact, 
they form a filter. The integral / defined in Definition 2.4 is the limit of S(B; fi 
z ,..., z”) with respect to this direction, or filter-base; we shall call it the limit 1 
“us (6, S*) shrintzs.” By any of several well-known treatments of the general 
theory of limits we can deduce the elementary properties of the integral. For 
example, we can show that any two versions of the integral off with respect 
to zl,..., P have p-distance 0, and are therefore equivalent. However, we shall 
have use for a stronger statement than this. 
THEOREM 2.5. If  for 01 = 1, 2 the n-vector-valued process fa is integrable 
with respect to z,‘,..., zmm over [a, b), and Q,, is a subset of Sz such that for all w in 
Qn, the equations 
f&l WI =f&, 4% .z&t, W) = z&t, W) (a < t < 6; p = l,..., m) 
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hold, and J1 and Jz are any verszons of the respective integrals 
then J&J) = J&J) f  or a u w in 52, except those in a subset of P-measure 0. 
For 01 = 1,2 and for each positive integer 71 there is a gauge (6,,, , S&) on 
[a, b) such that if B is any (a,,, , a,,,) partition in [a, b), 
r?(W?f, ; 2,lv.v ~9 Jol) < l/n. 
For each n we can and do choose a (a,,, A a,,, , a,,, A S,,,) partition 9n in 
[a, b). Then S(B, ; fu ; x,l,..., z,~) converges in probability to Ja , so we can 
and do choose a subsequence (for which we retain the same notation) such that 
at all points of Q except those in a set Sz, of P-measure 0. But for w in .R, the 
left member of (A) is the same for oi = 1 as it is for 01 = 2, so Jl(w) = Jz(w) 
for all w in sZ,\(Q, U Sz,). 
We now show that the integral is multilinear in f ,  S,..., z”, even if we allow 
real-valued r.v.‘s as coefficients. 
THEOREM 2.6. (i) Let fi and fi be n-vector-valued processes integrable with 
respect to xl,..., zm over [a, b), and let JI and J2 be versions of their respective 
integrals. Let c1 and c2 be real-valued r.v.‘s. Then clfl + czfi is integrable with 
respect to zl,..., zm, and c1 JI + c2 J2 is a version of its integral. 
(ii) Let f  be an n-vector-valued process integrable with respect to ql, 23,. . . , zm 
and with respect to zzl, x2,..., z” over [a, b), and let J1 and J2 be versions of the 
two integrals. Let c1 and c2 be real-valued r.v.‘s. Then. f  is integrable with respect 
to CIXll + czxzl, x2 )...) 29, and c1 Jl + c2 J2 is a version of its integral. 
We prove (i); the proof of (ii) is similar. Let E be positive. We can and do 
choose a number M greater than 1 such that the set 
-Q&f = GJ EQ: I Cl(W)l + I c2(w)l 3 nil> 
has P(QM) < c/2. For 01 = 1, 2 there is a gauge (6, , SE*) on [a, b) such that 
if B is a (6, , S,*) partition in [a, b), 
I w?fm ; zl,..., x”) - ]a j < e/4&I 
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except on a set sl,,, with P(Qa,,) < c/4M. Then if B is any (6, A a,, S,* A aa*) 
partition in [a, b), 
except perhaps on the set QM u Q;2,,s u 52,,9 , which has P-measure less than E. 
We shall often make use of the obvious property that if for a given E a gauge 
(6, 6*) serves in Definition 2.4, so does any other gauge (6, , S,*) with 8, < 8 
and a,* < S*. For instance, let f be integrable with respect to zl,..., P, and 
let g(t) = f(t) for almost all t in [a, b). Then g has the same integral as f. For if 
(6, 6*) serves with a positive E in (2.4), we may assume that S(t) = 0 for all t 
in the set N of measure 0 on which g(t) f f (t). Then for every (6, 6*) partition 
9 = ((TV , A,) ,..., (Q , A,)} no term in S(P;f; 9 ,..., a”) can have TV in N, so 
for all such partitions we have S(B; g; 9 ,..., P) = S(g; f; 9 ,..., P). 
3. COMPARISON WITH THE LEBESGUE INTEGRAL 
Consider the very special case in which m = 1, and ,9(t) = t, and Q has 
only a single point in it, so that we can drop w from the notation. Definition 2.4 
then gives us an integral of a real-valued function with respect to t over [a, b). 
So does the definition of the Lebesgue integral. We shall now show that if the 
Lebesgue integral exists, so does the It&belated integral, and the two are equal; 
in fact, we shall prove a stronger result. 
In this theorem, and henceforth, we use the symbol t to denote the identity 
function t(t) = t on R. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let f be extended-real-valued on an interval [a, b) and have a 
Lebesgue integral, with value L, over [a, b). Then f or each positive E there is a gauge 
(6,6*) on [a, b) such that for every partition 9’ = {(TV , Al),..., (TV, &)} in [a, b) 
with the properties 
(i) Aj c (Tj - 8(Tj), T j  $ 8(Tj)) (j = I,..., h), 
(ii) m([a, b)\(A, u ... u Ak)) < 6” 
it is true that 
IS(B;fit)-LI <E. 
If we change f(t) to 0 wherever it is f co we do not change the Lebesgue 
integral, and by the device at the end of the preceding section we do not affect 
the validity of the assertion about the (6, S*) partitions. So we may and shall 
assume that f  is finite-valued. Let E be positive. As is well known, there exist 
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a lower semicontinuous function u and an upper semicontinuous function 1 
on [a, b) such that Z(t) <f(t) < u(t) for all t in [u, b) and 
s ‘u(t) dt <L + c/2, a 1” I(t) dt > L - c/2. a 
For each 7 in [u, b) there is a positive S(T) such that if r - S(T) < t < 7 + 6(r) 
then 
4) > f(T) and W) < f(T) ; 
and there is a positive S* such that if E is a subset of [a, b) with mE < 6* then 
s E [I W + I WI1 dt < 42. 
Let 9 (with the notation of the theorem) be a partition in [a, b) satisfying the 
hypotheses. Each Aj is contained in (T$ - 8(~j), T j  f S(Tj)), SO 
IA, u(t) dt > IA, f(Tj) dt = f(Tj) & 
f 3 
We sum forj = l,..., k and add the inequality 
s [a.b)\(A,u~~*uA,) u(t) dt > -e/2 
to obtain 
S(9;f;t) <Ibu(t)dt+</2 <L+E. 
a 
Similarly we prove that S(Y; f; t) > L - E to complete the proof. 
The conclusion of the theorem is a sufficient as well as a necessary condition 
for the existence of the Lebesgue integral, but we shall not need this fact. 
4. THE INDEFINITE INTEGRAL 
We often need to integrate over subintervals of an interval [a, b). The following 
theorem is important. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let f be an n-vector-valued process on [a, b) and zl,..., P 
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real processes on [a, b). I f  f  is integrable with respect to xl,..., P over [a, b), it is 
integrable over every [c, d) contained in [a, b), and if a < c < d < e < b then 
Moreover, ; f  E > 0 and (S, S*) is a gauge on [a, b) such that for every (S, S*) 
partition B in [a, b) it is true that 
/qS(B; f; d,..., P), s ‘fd9 -.- dz”) < E, a 
then for every (6, S*) partition 8’ in [c, d) it is true that 
P(S(B’; f; xl,..., P), I ‘f dxl a+. dx”) < E. 0 
For notational simplicity we prove this only when c = a and e = b. Let E 
be positive and let (8, S*) serve with l in Definition 2.4. Consider any two 
(8, 6*) partitions 
8 = &‘, Al’),..., (72” A,‘)), 
in [a, d). Define 
9” = {(T;, A;) )...) (T;, A;)} 
s**=d--a-max]~~~~~~~,~~~m~f~~, 
and let 8” be a (6, a**) partition in [d, b). Then 8’ u 8’” and B” u P” are 
both (S, S*) partitions in [a, b), so by the triangle inequality 
j&s{9 u B”; f; 2? )..., z”), S(~” u B”; f; P ,...) 2”)) < 26 
The terms corresponding to pairs in P” are common to 
S(B’ u 8”; f; xl,..., 9) and S(P” u 8”; f; zl,,.., z”), 
and we can remove them from both partition-sums without changing the ii- 
distance between the sums. This shows that the partition-sums S(B; f; zl,..., P) 
for partitions B in [a, c) satisfy the Cauchy condition, and since the space of 
random n-vectors is complete in that pseudometric the limit exists, and f is 
integrable from a to d. Similarly the integral from d to b exists, and from the 
identity 
S(lF u 9”; f; x1,**., x”) = S(F; f; 9 )..., x”) + S(P; f; z* ,**., P) 
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we deduce by taking the limit as (6, S*) shrinks that the equation in the conclusion 
is valid. Also, 
p (S(Y;f; zl,...,P), jdfdz’ *** dP) 
a 
< p 
( 
S(P u P;f; xl,..., P), 
f 
bfdz’ *** dF) 
a 
+p (S(P;f; zl,..., z”), jbfdz’ *a. dP). 
d 
The first term in the right member is at most E, and the second is as near 0 as 
we wish, so the final conclusion of the theorem holds. 
We omit the easier proof of the statement that if f is integrable with respect 
to zl,..., am from a to c and from c to b, it is integrable from a to b. 
Under the hypotheses of this theorem the indefinite integral off from a to t 
exists for all t in [a, b], and thus defines a stochastic process 
t-F(t) = S:f(s) dzl(s) .a* dP(s) 
on [a, b]. This process is continuous in probability. It even possesses a type 
of absolute continuity, as the next theorem shows. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let f be integrable with respect to zl,..., zm from a to b, and 
let F(t) be its integral from a to t (u < t < b). Then to each positive E there cor- 
responds a positive S* such that ;f  [cl , d,),..., [ck , d,J are puirwise disjoint sub- 
intervals of [a, b) with total length less than 6*, then 
There is a gauge, which we denote by (6, 2S*), such that if B is any (6, 2S*) 
partition in [a, b), 
P(v?f; x1,..., x”), J) < e/4, 
where 1 is the integral off with respect to zr ,..., am. Let [cr , dI) ,..., [clc , dk) be 
any pairwise disjoint subintervals of [a, 6) with total length less than S*. If we 
define d, to be a and ck+r to be b, the intervals in [a, b) complementary to the 
[cj , dj) are [di , ci+r), i = O,..., Iz. In each interval [cj , dj) we can and do choose 
a (6, S*) partition Pj such that 
p(s(Yj’;f; xl,..., z”), F(dJ - F(q)) < E/2k. (4 
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In each interval [d$, cifl) we can and do choose a (6, S*/(k + 1)) pa&ion 
9: . The partitions 
are both (8, 26*) partitions in [a, b). So the corresponding partition-sums both 
have ii-distance from the integral F(b) that is less than r/4, and therefore have 
p-distance less than e/2 from each other. But the two partition-sums have in 
common all the terms corresponding to the pairs in Pg u ... u Sz , and these 
can be deleted from both partition-sums without changing the p-distance. 
Therefore 
#6 ( jgl s(Pj’;f; zl,..., zy, 0) < C/2. 
This and (A) together imply the conclusion of the theorem. 
If the partition-sums S(P’; fi zl,..., .P) converge to the integral in L,-distance, 
the conclusion of Theorem 4.2 remains valid if we replace p-distance by L,- 
distance in it. The proof needs no change. 
When 71 = 1, F is real-valued and is continuous in probability, and therefore 
[6, p. 921 there exists an equivalent process (that is, for each t another version 
of the integral from a to b) that is separable and measurable. For larger ?t we 
can obtain the same result by choosing a separable measurable version for each 
component. We shall always assume that this has been done. 
5. EXISTENCE THEOREMS FOR STOCHASTIC INTEGRALS 
If x is an r.v. with finite second moment, we denote by 11 x 11 or by // x iI2 the 
La-pseudonorm of x: 
II x II = II x II2 = PG2w2* 
If x has no (finite) second moment we understand j[ x 11 and 11 x [I2 to mean co. 
We also define 
II x Ill = a x I)- 
The following lemma is useful. Its proof has been published in several 
places [4, 51, so we omit it. 
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LEMMA 5.1. Let FI ,..., Pm be a-subalgebras of d. Let u1 ,..., u, , A, ,..., A,,, 
be real-valued r.v.‘s such that for k = I,..., m, all I+ with j < k and all Aj with 
j < k are Sk-measurable. Let C, ,..., C,,, , D, ,..., D, be numbers such that a.s. 
Then 
Henceforth we shall assume the following hypotheses. 
5.2i. [a, b] is an interval in R, and 9t (a < t < b) is an increasing family 
of complete a-subalgebras of d. 
5.2ii. All processes f used as integrands are deJned on [a, b), are measurable 
and are adapted lo the Pt. 
5.2iii. All processes denoted by z, with or without afixes, are real-valued 
processes on [a, b] adapted to the Sk . 
Also, we shall usually assume one or the other of the following two conditions. 
DEFINITION 5.3. The process z satisJies a KAt-condition if jl z(a)ll is finite 
and there exists a number K such that whenever a < u < v < b, then a.s. 
I W(v) - 44 %>I < W - u>, 
E([z(v) - z(u)]” I sz;) < K(v - u). 
If z satisfies a KAt-condition, it is a quasimartingale [7]. All processes with 
uniformly Lipschitzian sample functions satisfy a KAt-condition. So do Wiener 
processes, and many others. 
DEFINITION 5.4. The process z satisJies a KAt-condition after small amend- 
ments provided that for every positive E there is a process z, that satisfies a 
KAt-condition and also satisfies 
P{CU E Sz: z,(t, W) = z(t, w), a < t < 6) > 1 - E. 
LEMMA 5.5. I f  [sl , tl) ,..., [sic , trc) are pairwise disjoint subintervals of [a, b], 
andfor j = I,..., k, uj is an F(s&measurable T.v., and z satisfies a KAt-condition, 
and we define 
C = 2K(b - a)lj2 + K1/2, 
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then 
We take dj = x(tj) - .z(sj), Cj = Dj = K(tj - sj). Then by Lemma 5.1 
< 2K : {I] uj II& - sj)1’2}{(tj - s&l” + K1’2 (ri II uj I12(tj - sj)/li2y 
j=l 
and the conclusion follows from the Cauchy inequality. 
COROLLARY 5.6. I f  f  is a p?ocess on [a, b) adapted to the Ft, and z satisfies 
a KAt-condition, and there is a Lebesgue-integrable function h on [a, b) such that 
11 f (t)l12 < h(t) (a < t < b), then as (6, 6*) shrinks 
lim sup 11 S(B; f ;  x)/l < C I/” h(t) dt)1’2. 
a 
By Lemma 5.5 we have 
and as (6, S*) shrinks the quantity in braces in the right member tends to the 
Lebesgue integral of h. 
We first show the integrability of certain special processes. 
DEFINITION 5.7. A process h on [a, b) is a simple process if there exist points 
to = a < t1 < t, < ... < t, = b such that on each interval [tie1 , tJ(i = I,..., K), 
h is constantly equal to h(ti-,). 
LEMMA 5.8. If  x satisfies a Kilt-condition and h is a simple process (with 
the above notation) adapted to the Ft and having finite second moment, then h is 
integrable with respect to z over [a, b), and as (S, 6*) shrinks, S(9; h; z) converges 
in L,-norm to the integral 
s 
‘h(s) dz(s) = 5 h(ti-,)[z(tJ - z(ti-l)]. 
a i=l 
Suppose first that h is constantly equal to h(a). Let 6, 6* be any positive 
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constants. If B is any (6, S*) partition in [a, b) and [sl, tr),..., [sk , tk) are the 
intervals in [a, b) complementary to the union of the intervals in B, then by 
Lemma 5.5 
and the conclusion holds. 
For h as in the theorem, let M be an upper bound for ]I h(t)]l. Let E be positive; 
define S = S* = l 2/12k2C2M2. Let B = ((or , A,) ,..., (T*, A,)} be a (S, S*) 
partition in [a, b). There is a subset of {I,..., q}, which we call 1s , such that for 
j in I,, , the interval whose end-points are ri and the upper end of Aj contains 
a point ti of discontinuity of h. For such j, Aj lies in (ti - 6, ti + S), so the sum 
of the lengths of all Aj with j in I, is at most 2kS. By Lemma 5.5, 
11 1 h(~~) dp 11 < C{M2 .2k S}li2 < 42. 
W, 
For i = i,..., R, let Ii be the set of j such that both rj and Aj are contained in 
[tie, , ti]. The intervals Aj with j in Id have total length at least (ti - ti-r) - 
26 - S*. By the reasoning in the first paragraph of this proof 
1~ h(ti-,)[z(tJ - z(t&] - 1 h(q) d,z /I < CM[~E~/~~~~C~M~]~/~. 
$3 
= r/2k. 
This, with (A), implies 
11 f &-1)[4tJ - 44-J - S(B; k 4 I/ < E> 
i-l 
and the proof is complete, 
THEOREM 5.9. I f  x satisjies a Kdt-condition and E(llf(t)l12) is Lebesgue 
integrable over [a, b), then f is integrable with respect to z, and S(P;f; z) converges 
to the integral of z in L,-norm as (6, S*) shrinks, and 
// J-bf(t) Wt) /I G c 1s.” llfw~t~1’2. 
Let E be positive. There exists a bounded process g adapted to the st such 
that 
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(i) there are points t, = a < t, < *a* < t,+r = b for which g(t, w) = 
g(tj , w) on each [tj , t$+,), and 
(ii) 
s abllf(t) - g(t)ll" dt < WW- 
By Lemma 5.8, there exists a gauge (8,) S,*) such that for any two (6, , ai*) 
partitions 8’, B” in [a, b) we have 
II S(T; g; 4 - S(P; g; 411 < 4. 
By Corollary 5.6 there is a gauge (S, , a,*) such that for any (S, , S,*) 
partition B in [u, b) 
II W’;f - g; 4 < C ]j-” Ilf (t) - g(Oll” dtlli2 + 4 a 
< E/4. 
So for any two (8, A 8,) a,* A 6,*) partitions B’, B” in [a, b) we have 
II S(@‘;f; 4 - S(P”;f; 41 < 3 E and by the completeness of L, the limit of 
S(B; f, z) exists in the L,-metric. The inequality in the conclusion follows from 
Corollary 5.6. 
Under weaker hypotheses we can prove the existence of the first-order 
integral, but without the estimate in Theorem 5.9. 
THEOREM 5.10. I f  1 f (t, w)12 is Lebesgue integrable over [a, b) for almost all w, 
and z sati$es a KAt-condition after small amendments, f is integrable with respect 
to z from a to b. 
We suppose f  is real-valued; otherwise we prove the integrability of each 
component separately. For each positive n, f  2 A n is integrable with respect to t 
from a to b, and it is easily seen that its integral from a to s is Fs-measurable 
(u < s < b). The same is true of the L,-limit 
F(s) = /‘f(t)“dt. 
a 
For t in [a, b] define SZt,, = {w: F(t, W) < 11>. Its indicator function 1, is adapted 
to the St. Let E be positive. We can and do choose an n such that P(Qb,,) > 
1 - c/4. By inverting the order of integration we see that E[I,, . f  (t)2] is integrable 
from a to b. Now let z, be a process that satisfies a KAt-condition and coincides 
with z except for w in a set O* with PsZ* < ~14. By Theorem 5.9, I, *f is 
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integrable with respect to z, from a to b, so there is a gauge (6, 6”) such that 
whenever 8’ and 8” are (6, 6*) partitions in [a, b) 
Replacing a, by z and I, * f by f changes the sums only on a subset of 
(9\@,,) u Q*, which has measure less than 42, so 
By the completeness of the space of r.v.‘s in the p-metric, the integral exists. 
We have in fact proved a stronger conclusion. We define a convergence 
stronger than p-convergence, but weaker than La-convergence, thus. 
DEFINITION 5.11. A sequence x1 , xg ,... of r.v.‘s converges in near-L,-norm 
to an r.v. x0 if for each positive E there is a subset Q of s2 with P(QJ > 1 - E 
such that 
lim 
I 
1 x, - x0 12 P(dw) = 0. 
?Fsrn ra, 
This extends at once to other types of limit process. 
In the preceding proof, the partition sums for 1, *f with respect to x, converge 
in La-norm to a limit, and they differ from the sums for f with respect to z only 
on a set of measure less than 42, so the latter sums converge in near-la-norm 
to the integral off. 
6. EXISTENCE THEOREMS FOR SECOND-ORDER INTEGRALS 
To discuss second-order integrals we need the following simple substitutes 
for Lemmas 5.1 and 5.6. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let S1 ,..., Fm be a-subalgebras of d Let u1 ,..., u, , A, ,..., A,,, 
be r.v.‘s withfinite expectation such that for k = l,..., m, all u, with j < k and all 
Ai with j < k are Sk-measurable. Let C, ,..., C,,, be numbers uch that a.s. 
1 ,??(A, 1 &)I < Ci (j = l,..., m). 
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For 
COROLLARY 6.2. If f is a process adapted to the St, and z sattijies a KAt- 
condition, and there is a Lebesgue integrable function h on [a, b) such that I] f (t)lll < 
h(t) (a < t < b), then as (6, S*) shrinks 
lim sup I E(S(P; f; z)l < K j” h(t) dt. 
a 
LEMMA 6.3. If x satisfies a KAt-condition and y is a bounded Sa-measurable 
T.v., then y is integrable with respect to (x, z) f rom a to b, and the partition-sums 
S(P; y; z, z) tend in L,-norm to the integral 
I” y(dz(t))2 = y[z(b)2 - z(a)“] - 2 lbyz(t) dz(t). 
a a 
Let 9 = {h , A),..., (Q , &)} be any partition in [a, b); we may suppose 
the intervals Aj = [t 23 ._ 1 , t2j) numbered in order from left to right. I f  we define 
to = a and t2k+l = b, 
SF’; Y; z, 4 = yMb)2 - 44”l - i y[.+t2,+d - 4t2i>12 
i=O 
- 2 i Y4t2Mt2i+1) - G2d)l 
i=O 
- 2 i Y[z(t2i-l> - Z(Tj)l[Z(t2j) - z(tti-dl 
i-1 
- 2sp; yz; z). (4 
Let M be an upper bound for I y(w)i. Th e sum of the lengths of the intervals 
[t2i , t2i+l] is less than 6*, so the L,-norm of the second term in (A) is less than 
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MK6*. Also, [I yz(t)ll does not exceed M times the (bounded) supremum of 
11 x(t)ll, so by Lemma 5.5 the third term in (A) has La-norm not greater than 
2CM supk [I z(t)11 (6*)l12. Since &j-1 - 7j < sup s(t), by Lemma 5.5 
which tends to 0 as (6, S*) shrinks. (In [5, p. 951 this term was omitted by error.) 
The last term in (A) tends in L,-norm to the integral of yz with respect to z, 
by Theorem 5.9. 
We can now prove an existence theorem for second- order integrals. 
THEOREM 6.4. If  z1 and z2 satisfy a KAt-condition on [a, b], andf is adapted 
to the 9t and E(I f(t)l) . L b g zs e es ue integrable from a to b, then f is integrable with 
respect to ~9, z2 from a to b, and S(B; f;  9, z”) converges in L,-norm to the integral 
off, a?d 
11 S.“r (t) dxl(t) dZ2(t) (1 1 G Kib Wf WI) dt. a 
First consider the case a1 = z2; define .a = x1. From the theorem [2, p. 4401 
used in the proof of Theorem 5.9 it follows readily that for positive E there 
exists a bounded simple process g as in the proof of Theorem 5.9, except that 
(ii) is replaced by 
I ab If(t) - g(t)1 dt < +K. 
We now follow the proof of Theorem 5.9 with obvious modifications, and with 
Lemma 5.5, Corollary 5.6, and Lemma 5.8 replaced by Lemma 6.1, Corollary 6.2 
and Lemma 6.3 respectively. To remove the condition a1 = a2 we apply the 
part already proved to the integrals off with respect to a’, x’ and to z”, a”, 
where z’ = [a1 + z2]1/2 and a” = [z’ - z2]/2, and subtract. The inequality 
follows from this and Corollary 6.2. 
As before, we can obtain the existence of the integral under weaker hypotheses, 
but not the estimate of the integral. 
THEOREM 6.5. If  f is adapted to the St , and 9 and z2 satisfy a KAt-condition 
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after small amendments, and f (*, U) is Lebesgue integrable over [a, b) for almost 
all w, then f is integrable with respect to 9, 9 from a to b. 
The proof is like that of Theorem 5.10, with 1 f  1 A n in place off 2 A n. 
7. THE VANISHING OF CERTAIN INTEGRALS 
Our main interest in integrals of order higher than the second is in getting 
rid of them. When the zD have continuous sample functions this can be done, 
as we now show. 
THEOREM 7.1. Suppose that m > 3, and that f,  s?,..., P are processes such 
that 
(i) there exists a process h adapted to the & on [a, b), having h( *, W) Lebesgue 
integrable from a to b for almost al2 w, and such that / f  (t)j < h(t); 
(ii) 9 and x2 satisfy a KAt-condition after small amendments; 
(iii) z3,.,., zm have a.s. continuous sample functions. (They need not be 
adapted to the gt .) 
Then f  is integrable with respect to zl,..., z” from a to b, and its integral is 0. 
Consider first the case z1 = z2; defi ne z = zl. I f  B is a belated partition 
((71 9 us1 3 t1>),*-, h > [Sk 9 tk))l, 
I S(9; f;  zl,..., Zm)l G Ij$ h(a4tr) - w2) supj *pa I Xytf) - .+)I. 
As (6, S*) shrinks, the quantity in braces tends to a limit in probability, and 
the other factor tends to 0 for almost all w as S* tends to 0, so the partition sums 
tend to 0 in probability. 
The restriction z1 = x2 is removed as in the proof of Theorem 6.4. 
In some important cases the second order integral also vanishes: 
THEOREM 7.2. Let v1 and v2 be processes on [a, b] such that the sample functions 
of v2 are a.s. continuous and those of v1 satisfy a Lipschitx condition 
1 vyt, w) - vys, w)I <L(w) 1 t - s / 6, t in [a, bl), 
where L is an a.s. finite-valued r.v. Let g be a measurable process on [a, b) 
such that g(*, w) is a.s. Lebesgue integrable over [a, b). Then g is integrable from 
a to b with respect to vl, v2, and its integral is 0. 
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Let B be a partition, with the same notation as in the preceding theorem. Then 
As (6, S*) shrinks, the quantity in braces converges in probability, obviously if g 
is a bounded simple function, and otherwise by the approximations used in 
proving Theorems 6.4 and 6.5, with .& replaced by &. The second factor 
converges a.s. to 0. 
THEOREM 7.3. Let 9 and x2 be processes on [a, b] that satisfy a KAt-condition, 
and are such that whenever a < s < t < b the increments 9(t) - S(s) and 
,x2(t) - z2(s) are conditionally independent given SS . Let f be a process on [a, b) 
adapted to the 9t such that f (., OJ)~ is a.~. Lebesgue integrable from a to b. Then f is 
integrable with respect to 9, z2 from a to b, and its integral is 0. 
If a < s < t < b we have a.s. 
I w$) - 441 b2(t> - qs)ll &)I 
= j E(xl(t) - zl(s)l 9g E(z2(t) - z2(s)l 2FJ 
< K2(t - s)~, 
and similarly for E([zl(t) - x’(s)]” [z?(t) - z”(s)]~ I 2FJ. If I] f (.)\I2 is Lebesgue 
integrable, the conclusion follows from Lemma 5.1 and Theorem 3.1. Otherwise, 
we define I, as in the proof of Theorem 5.9 and apply the preceding proof to 
the products f. I, . Since each of these has integral 0, so has f. 
An important example of a second-order integral that does not vanish is 
that in which z? and z2 are the same standard Wiener process. 
THEOREM 7.4. Let w be a standard Wiener process on [a, b], and let f be a 
a process on [a, b) adapted to the St , and having f (e, w) a.s. Lebesgue integrable 
from a to b. Then f is integrable with respect to w, w, and 
(f WfwW = l*f (t> dt. la (A) 
Suppose first that f is bounded. If a < s < t < b and t - s < a*, by familiar 
properties of the Wiener process we have 
E([w(t) - w(s)]” - [t - s] j 9J = 0, 
E({[w(t) - w(s)]2 - [t - s]}” 1 sq = 2[t - s]2 
< 26*[t - s]. 
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So if (6, S*) is a gauge and B is a (6, S*) partition in [a, b), and for each interval 
of B we define di = [diw12 - d,t, by Lemma 5.1 the sum Cf(~$i~ tends to 0 
in &norm. By this and Theorem 3.1, S(P; f;  w, w) tends to the Lebesgue 
integral off, and (A) holds. 
If  E(j f I) is Lebesgue integrable from a to 6, by the preceding we have for 
each positive integer Q 
lab i-f + * !71(W2 - Iab If- A 41(dw)2 = Iab [f + A q - f - A q] dt. 
As 4 increases, the left member of this equation tends to the left member of (A) 
by Corollary 6.2 and the right member tends to the right member of (A) by the 
dominated convergence theorem, so again (A) holds. Final!y, under the 
hypotheses of the theorem, we again use the I, as in the proof of Theorem 7.3. 
8. MARTINGALE PROPERTIES OF INDEFINITE INTEGRALS 
It is well known that the indefinite It8 integral with respect to a martingale 
is again a martingale, if the second moment of the integrand is Lebesgue inte- 
grable. We shall prove this and related properties for the It&belated integral also. 
LEMMA 8.1. If x is a process that satis$es a KAt-condition and is a submartin- 
gale, and f is a nonnegative process adapted to the St such that 11 f /I2 is Lebesgue 
integrable over [a, b), then the process F de$ned by 
J’(t) = latf(4 d4s) 
is also a submartingale. 
Let u and er > u be any two points of [a, b]. Let B = {(or , Al),..., (Q , Ak)} be 
a belated partition in [u, v); denote Aj by [s, , tj). Then 
= il Wf (Tj) E(A+ I sCSj))I F(U)) 
> 0. 
As (8, 6*) shrinks, the left member of this inequality converges in L,-norm to 
E(F(v) -F(u)/ .9Q, so F is a submartingale. 
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COROLLARY 8.2. If x is a martingale tind satisjes a KAt-condition, and f is 
adapted to the 9t and 11 f II2 is Lebesgue integrable from a to 6, then F is a martingale. 
The integral off + with respect to z and the integral off - with respect to --x 
are submartingales, so their sum F is a submartingale. The same argument 
applies to -f, so -F is a submartingale, and F is a martingale. 
COROLLARY 8.3. Let z satisfy a K&-condition after small amendments; 
let f be a process adapted to the 9t such that f (*, 6.~)~ is Lebesgue integrable over 
[a, b) for almost all W; and let F be a separable version of the indefinite integral of 
f with respect o z. Then F( *, w) is as. bounded. 
Suppose first that z satisfies a KAt-condition and /If iI2 is Lebesgue integrable 
from a to b. Let D be a countable separating set for F. Since Kt + z is a sub- 
martingale, the indefinite integral G defined by 
G(t) = [’ f+(s) d(Ks + z(s)) 
is a submartingale on D, by Lemma 8.1. Also, G(b) is square-integrable, hence 
integrable, over Q, and by a known theorem [2, p. 3611 G is as. bounded above 
on D. Hence the indefinite integral off + with respect to z is also bounded above 
on D. In the same way, the indefinite integral off- with respect to --z is as. 
bounded above on D. Hence so is the sum of these indefinite integrals, which is F. 
Likewise the indefinite integral of -f with respect to x is as. bounded above 
on D; that is, F is as. bounded below on D. So F is as. bounded on D; and since 
D is a separating set for F, F is as. bounded on [a, b]. 
Under the hypotheses of the theorem, for each positive E we can find a process 
z, that satisfies a KAt-condition and coincides with x except on a set of P- 
measure less than E, and we can find a process fE (the one called f * I, in the 
proof of Theorem 5.9) such that II fE II2 is Lebesgue integrable from a to b and 
Lt.9 w> =f(*, w) f or a ll w except those in a set of P-measure less than E. Then 
as. the sample-functions of the indefinite integral of fE with respect to .a, are 
bounded. But except on a set of P-measure less than 2~ these are the same as the 
sample functions of F, whence the conclusion follows. 
From Lemma 8.1 we can also deduce an important theorem on the continuity 
of sample functions of indefinite integrals. 
THEOREM 8.4. Let z satisfy a KAt-condition after small amendments, and 
let f be a process adapted to the Ft such that f (*, UJ)~ b Lebesgue integrable from 
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a to b for almost all w. Then for each t in [a, b] we can choose a version of the 
integral 
in such a way that for each W, F(., w) is continuous, or right-continuous, or left- 
continuous, at allpoints in [a, b] at which z( a, LO) has the sameproperty. 
Suppose first that 11 f (t)l12 is Lebesgue integrable over [a, b), and that z satisfies 
a Kilt-condition. For each positive integer q we choose a bounded simple 
process g, adapted to the %t such that 
s b E(lf(t) - g,(t)12) dt < 2-4q[3K(b - a)li2 + K1/2]-2. a 
For each q we defme the indefinite integral G,(t) (a < t < b) by the formula 
in Lemma 5.8. Then G,(*, W) is continuous, or right-continuous, or left- 
continuous, wherever Z( *, W) is. For m, n > q denote (temporarily) the difference 
g, - g, by h. Then by Theorem 5.9 and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
< C IJh” 11 h+(t)j12 dt/1’2 + K(b - a)1/2 1s.” 11 h+(t)lj2 d/l” 
< [3K(b - a)li2 + K112] 11” 11 h(t)ll” dt/ 
w 
. 
a 
Since Kt + z is a submartingale and satisfies a KiI t-condition, by Lemma 8.1 
the indefinite integral of h+ with respect to Kt + I is a submartingale, and by 
a known inequality [2, p. 2531 for each positive N 
P (sup //‘h+(s) d[Ks + x(s)]: a < t < b/ > N) 
< N”E (1 j-; h+(s) d[Ks + 441 1) 
< N-12-2q. 
We choose N = 2-P and observe that the integral of h+ with respect to Kt 
is nonnegative; then 
P (sup 1s.” h+(s) k(s): a < t < b) > 2-3 < 2-q. 
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We can repeat the proof with h- in place of h+ and --,a in place of z, obtaining 
the same estimate; then, by adding, 
P (sup /J‘” h(s) h(s): a < t < b) > 21-j < 21-9. 
a 
A similar proof holds with --z in place of z; combining the estimates yields 
P sup ( 11 jat w w4 1 : a < t < b > 2l-* < 22-q. I 1 
It follows readily that except on a set Q,, of P-measure 0 the sample functions 
G,(., w) converge uniformly on [a, b] to a bounded limit, which we call F(., w). 
On Q, we set F(., W) = 0. As in the proof of Theorem 5.9, for each t the r.v. 
F(t) is a version of the integral off from a to t; and since each G,(., w) with 
w in Q\Q, has at each t in [a, b] the same continuity properties as the a(., w), 
so has the uniform limit F( ., w). The theorem is proved under the supplementary 
hypotheses. 
If f and z satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem, for each positive integer j 
we can find a process xi that satisfies a KAt-condition and coincides with z on 
a set Qj’ with PQf’ > 1 - 24, and as in the proof of Theorem 5.9 we can find 
a function fj adapted to the pt , having /I fi /I2 Lebesgue integrable from a to b, 
and coinciding with f on a set Qy with P.Qi > 1 - 2-i. We may suppose without 
loss of generality that the sets Qj’ increase with increasingj, and likewise the Qy. 
For each j we choose a version Fi of the integral of fj with respect to zj that has 
the desired continuity properties. We may assume that for all j, Fj+l(t, w) = 
Fj(t, w) for all w in the set Qj = Qj’ n Q;2; , since fj+l coincides with fj and 
zj+i with zj on that set. Now we define F(t, w) to be the common value of all 
the Fj(t, w) for which w is in sZj ; on the remaining set of measure 0 we set 
F(t, w) = 0. If t is in [a, 61 and E > 0 and 22-j < E, there is a gauge (6, S*) 
such that for every (8, 6*) partition cZJ in [a, t) 
P(W? h ; 4, F,(t)) -=c 4. 
But fj , zj and Fi are equal to f, z, and F, respectively, on Qj, which has P- 
measure greater than 1 - 42, so 
,V(%fi 4, F(t)) -c E. 
So F is a version of the indefinite integral, and it clearly possesses the desired 
continuity properties. 
A similar theorem holds for the second-order integral. 
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THEOREM 8.5. Let 9 and z2 satisfr a KAt-condition after small amendments, 
and let f  be a process adapted to the St such that f (‘, W) is Lebesgue integrable over 
[a, b) for almost all W. Then for each t in [a, b] we can choose a version of the integral 
F(t) = It f  (s) dzl(s) dz2(s) 
a 
in such a way that for each w, F(*, CO) is continuous, or right-continuous, or left- 
continuous, at each point t at which both zl(e, w) and z2(., CO) have that same 
property. 
We first consider the case in which E(I f  1) is Lebesgue integrable from a to b, 
and z1 and z2 are identical (we use x to denote both of them), and 9 satisfies a 
KAt-condition. For each positive integer q we choose a bounded simple process 
g, adapted to the 9$ such that 
s b WI f (t) - g4t)l) dt < 1/4*K. a 
For each gj we choose for the indefinite integral Gj the version given by Lemma 
6.3, applied step by step to the intervals of constancy of g, . If a < t < 6, and 
8’ and 9’” are belated partitions in [a, t) and [t, b), respectively, then 
I q~;gm; z, z) - S(9’; g, ; x, .z)l < S(P u 9’“; 1 g, - g, 1 ; z, z). 
As (8, 6*) shrinks, the members of this inequality tend to the respective quantities 
I Gmdt) - GM> s” I g&I - &)I kW412. a 
So the first of these is a.s. equal to or less than the second; except on a set of 
P-measure 0 we have 
I Gntt) - G&l G j”” I g,(s) - g&I P(s)12. a 
For almost all w this holds at all rational t, and by continuity at all t in [a, b]. 
By Theorem 6.4 and the choice of the g, , the expectation of the right member is 
less than 4-q, so 
P(sup( 1 G,(t) - G,(t)1 : a < t < b) > 2-9 < 2-q. 
This implies that the G,(., w) converge uniformly except on a set of P-measure 0. 
We call the limit F(*, w), setting F(*, w) = 0, where the G, fail to converge 
uniformly. The rest of the proof is essentially identical with that of the preceding 
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theorem; F is a version of the indefinite integral, and has the desired continuity 
properties. The removal of the supplementary hypotheses is as in the proofs 
of Theorems 8.4 and 6.4. 
Corollary 8.3 has an analogue for second-order integrals. 
COROLLARY 8.6. Letf(., CO) be L b g e esue integrable over [a, b) for almost all w, 
and let z1 and z? satisfy a KAt-condition after small amendments. Then every 
separable indejnite integral off with respect to zl, x2 has a.s. bounded sample 
functions. 
The proof is an obvious simplification of that of Theorem 8.5. 
9. THE 1~6 DIFFERENTIATION LEMMA 
Following custom, we use the notation of differential equations, even though 
we have not given a definition of differential independent of the concept of 
integral. The statement that a process x = (xl,..., x”) satisfies the system of 
differential equations 
dx’ = fi(t, w) dt + i gpi(t, w) dz” + i h&,,(t, w) dz” dz” 
p=l p,(r=l 
means merely that the xi satisfy 
x”(t) = xi(a) + 1 t f  i(s, w) dt 
a 
+ i jt g.“(s, w) dzP(s) + i s” h;,,(s, W) dz”(s) dx”(s). 
p=l Q p.o=l a 
(9.1) 
(9.2) 
In many of the applications of the stochastic integral calcuIus it is desirable to 
restrict our attention to noises whose sample functions are a.s. continuous. 
Along with these it is convenient to adopt the corresponding variant of (5.4). 
DEFINITION 9.3. A process z on [a, b] satisfies a KA t-condition and is sample- 
continuous after small amendments if for each positive E there is a process z, 
on [a, b] that has continuous sample functions, satisfies a KAt-condition, and 
satisfies x,(t, w) = z(t, W) (a < t < b) except on a set of w of P-measure less 
than E. 
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We can now state a generalizationof the outstandingly important differentiation 
lemma of It6 [3]. 
THEOREM 9.4. Let 9 ,.... 1~~ be processes on [a, b] that satisfy a KAt-condition 
and are sample-continuous after small amendments. Let fi, g,,#, hd,O (i = I,..., n; 
p, a = l...., r) be measurable processes on [a, 6) adapted to the 9t such that for 
almost a0 wI the functions f  i(-, w), [gi,(.; w)]~, hi*,(., CO) are Lebesgue integrable 
over [a, b). Let x1 ,..., xn be sample-continuous processes that satisfy 
dxi = f  “(t) dt + 2 g;(t) dx” + i h;,,(t) dx” dz”, 
o=l o,o=l 
and let F: (t, x) t+F(t, x) be a function on [u, b] x Rn that is continuous together 
with its partial derivatives 
F, = aFlat, Fi = aF/axi, Fi,j = a2F/axVxj (i, j = I,..., n) 
on [a, b] x Rn. Then the composite function (t, or) w F(t, x(t, OJ)) suti@es the 
dr~erential equation 
dF = F, dt + i Fafi dt $ f  i Fig; dz” 
i=l i=lo=l 
+ f  i IF,hz,, + f  $ Fi,jgtgJ/ dZOdxUy (9.5) 
id P.04 3=1 
wherein the Fo , Fi and F,,i are evaluated at (t, S(t, w) ,..., x*(t, CO)). 
For the case of zl,..., zr that are sample-continuous and satisfy a KAt-condition 
this is proved in SC&SM, p. 145 et seq. The proof is somewhat long and tedious, 
and we have no improvement to offer, so we shall not repeat it here. Assuming 
this special case established, for E > 0 and zl,..., zr as in the theorem let 
x,1,..., z,+’ be processes that are sample-continuous, satisfy a KAt-condition and 
coincide with xl,..., zr except on a set QE with PQ, < E. Let the xEi be sample- 
continuous processes that satisfy 
x,i(t) = x”(a) + 1” f  i(s) ds 
a 
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By the special case already treated, 
But except on Q,, the members of this equation are the same as those of the 
integrated form of Eq. (9.5). Hence the two members of (9.5) have j-distance 
less than E. Since E is an arbitrary positive number, the two members of (9.5) 
are equivalent processes; and the theorem is established. 
10. A STRENGTHENED KLIL-CONDITION FOR SAMPLE-CONTINUOUS PROCESSES 
Processes that satisfy a KAt-condition and are sample continuous after small 
amendments have what appears to be a stronger property that is useful in 
several proofs. 
THEOREM 10.1. Let z be a process that satisjies a KAt-condition and is sample- 
continuous after small amendments. Then for each positive E there exists a process 
z, on [a, b], adapted to the Ft and satisfying a KAt-condition, such that 
(i) for all w in a set with P-measuregreater than 1 - E, ~,(a, w) = z(., w); 
(ii) the sample-functions of z, are uniformly bounded and equicontinuous. 
We consider first the case in which z is sample-continuous and satisfies a 
KAt-condition. Then 
w I--+ sup{/ z(u, w)I : a < u < b} 
is a finite-valued r.v. We can and do choose a number M such that this r.v. 
is less than M except on a set Sz,, with P(ln,) < e/2. For 8 > 0, t in [a, b] and 
w in Q define 
Osc(S; t, W) = sup{1 z(u, W) - z(v, w)j : a < u < v < t, v - u < S>. 
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Since z(*, w) is continuous we can compute this using only rational u and a, 
so w t+ Osc(6; t, W) defines an F6-measurable r.v. for each t in [a, b] and each 
positive 6. For each 6 and w it is a nondecreasing function of t, and for all w it 
tends to 0 with 8, so for each positive integer q we can and do choose a 6, > 0 
such that the set 
Q, = {w E Q: Osc(S, ; b, w) > 2-g) 
has P-measure less than e/29. Clearly we may assume 6, > 6, > 6, > *** and 
6, -+ 0. We define 
d4 = 2-g @,,I < u < sq ) q = 1, 2 ,... ), 
y(u) = 2M (u > 6,). 
This tends to 0 with u. 
For each t in [a, b] and w in D we define g(t, w) to be 1 if all the conditions 
sup{\ Z(U, w)I : a < u < t} < M, 
Osc(S, ; t, w) < 2-,J(q = 1, 2,...) 
are satisfied, and to be 0 otherwise. For each w this is nonincreasing in t; we 
define T,(W) to be the supremum of t in [a, b] for which g(t, w) = 1. Then g 
is adapted to the Ft , and for each v in [a, b] the set {TE(w) < w} belongs to FV . 
That is, T, is a stopping time. The set 
L’,’ = {w E i-2: T,(w) = bj 
contains all points w that do not belong to the union L?, u Q, u 9, u a.., and 
therefore has measure greater than 1 - E. So if we define 
4t, w) = 4 A T&J), ~1, 
we see that z,(*, W) = x(., W) for all w in GE’. 
Conclusion (i) holds. Clearly 1 q(t) w)j < M for all t in [a, b] and all w, 
so the sample functions of z, are uniformly bounded. Suppose a < ZJ < v < b 
and z, - u < 6, . There is a q such that S,,, < v - u < 6,. Then v A T,(W) - 
u A T<(W) < 6, , and 
I 4~, w) - du, w>I = + A T,(w), w) - 4~ A T,(w), w>I 
< Osc(S, ; v  A T,(w), w) 
< 2-q 
= #(w - u). 
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So the sample functions of z are equicontinuous, all having modulus of continuity 
$, and conclusion (ii) is established. 
It remains to show that z, is adapted to the Ft and satisfies a KAt-condition. 
For each positive integer n we subdivide [a, b) into it congruent subintervals 
by points t,, = a < t, < ... < t, = b, and we define tn+l to be b. For each 
w in Q and t in [a, b), we define g,(t, W) to be 1 if g(tj , w) = 1 for all tj < t, 
and to be 0 otherwise. It is clear that g, is a simple function adapted to the St, 
and for each W, g,(t, W) = g(t, w) except perhaps for T,(W) < t < TE(w) + 
(b - u)/n. By Theorem 5.9, if a < t < b, 
Therefore 
For each w in 9, let t’(w) be that tj for which j is the largest number in 
(0, 1,-v n} with tj < TC(w), and let t”(w) be tj+l (same j). Then g,(t, w) = 1 
on [a, t”(w)) and g,(t, w) = 0 if t > t”(w), so 
I‘ 
:g.(s, w) dz(s, u) = x(t A t”(w), w) - z(u, w). 
Hence, letting n increase, 
From this and (A), 
z,(t) = z,(a) + Jy g(s, w) d& WI’ PI 
From (B) it follows that z, is adapted to the St . Since the process t H Kt+z(t) 
is a submartingale, by (B) and Lemma 8.1 so is the process 
(t, w> I-+ K j)(s, w> ds + 44 w) - da, 4 
Hence for a < u < ZI < b, a.s. 
&z,(v) - z,(u) 1 Fu) 2 -K I ‘g(s, w) ds > -K(v - u). 
u 
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Since t H Kt - z(t) is also a submartingale, this remains valid if we replace 
z, by -x, , so a.s. 
Define 
K’ = [2K(b - a)lj2 + K1/2]2; 
let u and w > u be points of [a, a]. Let A be any set belonging to Fu , and let 
I,, be its indicator function. By the definition of conditional expectation, with 
(B) and Theorem 5.9, 
< K’(w - u) P(A). 
This holds for all sets A in $u , and the integrand in the leftmost integral 
is su-measurable, so a.s. 
Since K’ > K, this and (C) show that a, satisfies a KAt-condition with constant 
K’ for K, and the proof is complete under the supplementary hypothesis. 
Under the hypotheses of the theorem, for each positive E there is a sample- 
continuous process y that satisfies a KAt-condition and coincides with z except 
on a set of w with P-measure less than 42. By the part of the theorem already 
completed, there is a process z, that coincides with y on a set with P-measure 
greater than 1 - 42 and has the properties required of z, in the conclusion. 
This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 10.2. Unde-r the hypotheses of Theorem 10.1, and with # dejined 
as in the proof of Theorem 10.1, the z, satisfy a.s. 
E(I zE(w) - z,(u)l~ 1 9J < +(w - u),-~ K’(w - u) 
(p = 2, 3,...; a<u<w<b). 
The proof is obvious. 
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11. FIRST EXISTENCE THEOREM FOR SOLUTIONS OF 
STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
To shorten notation slightly, henceforth all summations with respect to p or 0 
will mean summation over all the values of that index; thus CDS0 will mean 
summation over all values l,..., r of p and u. An equation with a variable, for 
example t or w orj or p, on both sides will be assumed to mean an assertion for 
all the values of that variable. We shall consider only differential equations of 
the form 
dx = f(t, x(t), w) dt 
+ 1 g,(t, x(t), w> d.e + 1 h,,,(t, x(t), w) dxD dz”l, 
P PI0 
x(a, w) = x0(w). (11.1) 
This is merely an abbreviation for the integrated form 
in which we have suppressed the w’s. We stop with second-order terms, since 
we shall chiefly be concerned with sample-continuous noise processes zp, and 
for these the integrals of order higher than 2 all vanish, and would contribute 
nothing to the right member of (11 .l’). 
Our first existence theorem for solutions of (11.1) is a straightforward extension 
of the familiar theorem for ordinary differential equations, and is proved by an 
adaptation of Picard’s method. 
THEOREM 11.2. Let the following hypotheses be sakjed. 
(i) al,..., zT satisfy a KAt-condition, andfor each s and t > s in [u, b], a.s. 
E([zo(t) - P(S)]* j Fs) < K(t - s). 
(ii) The functions f  i, gQi and hi,* are real-valued on [a, b] x Rn x Q, 
and there exists a number L such that if ‘p is any one of these functions, and t is in 
[a, b] and w in 8, and x1 and x2 are in R”, then 
I dt7 Xl Y 6J> - cp(4 x2, w)l <L Ix1 - x2 I, 
I &, o,..., 0, w)l <L. 
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(iii) I f  ‘p is any one of the functions f  i, gd, h:,O , and w is any point in Q, 
the function (t, x) I+ p(t, x, CO) is a Baire function on [a, b] x R”. 
(iv) I f  v  is any one of the functions f  i, gOi, hd,o. , and X is any n-vector-valued 
process on [a, b] that is separable and adapted to the Ft , the composite (t, OJ) ++ 
q(t, X(t, w), CO) is also separable and adapted to the St . 
(v) x0 is St,-measurable, and jj x,, [I < 00. 
Then there is a process x that satisjes (11. I), is adapted to the 3$ , and has E( [ x(t)j2) 
Lebesgue integrable from a to b. Any two such processes are equivalent. 
In preparation for the proof we establish a lemma. 
LEMMA 11.3. If  the XP satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 11.2, and $ is adapted 
to the St and E($(t)2) is Lebesgue integrable from a to b, then 
E ( ijab +(s) d.+) d4s)/ “) < C2 lb E(W2) ds, 
a 
where C is defined as in Lemma 5.5. 
Let 9’ = {(or , Al),..., (Q , Ak)} be a belated partition in [a, 6). Define 
uj = $(T~), Aj = Ajx~AizU. Then if Aj = [ai , fij), 
By Lemma 5.1 and the device in the proof of Lemma 5.5, 
Taking the limit as (S, 6*) shrinks yields the conclusion. 
For compactness we define, for each n-vector-valued process y, 
Y(t) = x0 + /tr (s, Y(S)) ds 
a 
+ 1 j-” gk, y(4) dz”(s) + C j-1 L& As)) dz“(s) dxW (11.4) 
P a P.0 a 
(where we have suppressed the W’S) whenever the integrals exist. This is the case 
when y  is adapted to the St and I[ y  j[ 2 is Lebesgue integrable from a to b. 
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For each process Y on [a, b) and each t in [a, b] we define N(t, Y) = 
sup(Jly(s)j] : a < s < t}. We now prove the following. 
11 S. I f  y1 and yz are adapted to the St and 11 y1 II2 and I( y2 [ j2 are Lebesgue 
integrable from a to b, then jJ1 and j$ are also adapted to the St , and 11 y1 [la and 
jJ j2 lj2 are bounded, and 
N(t,g1-j&<nC2L2(1 +Y +~~)~/~N(s,y~-y~)~ds (a < t < b). 
a 
By hypothesis the processes 
are adapted to the Ft , and their Ls-norms do not exceed L(l + II y&)ll). So the 
integrals exist. They are obviously adapted to the gi ; and their Ls-norms are 
bounded, by Theorem 5.9 and Lemma 11.3. Now let u and w > u be any points 
of [a, b]. For i = l,..., n, pIi - jJsi(u) is the sum of 1 + Y + ra integrals. 
Of these, Y have the form 
By hypothesis (ii), 
II &I% Y,(S)) - ‘fpi(s, Y&))ll < L II Y,(S) - Y&II 
< LN(s, Y1 - ya). 
So by Theorem 5.9 
If K > 1 + b - a (as we may assume), the identity function t satisfies a 
KAt-condition, so the above proof holds for it too, and 
(1 Jau [f +, n(s)) - f Ys, y&))I ds 11’ < C2L2 Jau Ws, YI - ~2 ds. (11.7) 
Likewise, a similar proof holds for the second-order integrals, except that we 
use Lemma 11.3 instead of Theorem 5.9 to estimate the Ls-norm of the integral, 
so 
// j-u C&h y,(s)) - hd,& y&>>l dp(s) dz”(s) 11’ a 
< C2L2 
s u W, ~1 - ~2)’ ds. a 
(11.8) 
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For each i, j&(u) - j&( u is the sum of the integrals that appear in the left ) 
members of the last three inequalities. By the Cauchy inequality, the square 
of its La-norm is at most (1 + Y + Y”) times the sum of the left members of 
these inequalities, so 
Summing over i = l,..., n and replacing u by w in the right member yields 
11 g&4) - g&)11” < *(l + y + ya)2c2L2 IV w> YI - Y212 ds- 
a 
This holds for all Y in [a, 01, so we can replace the left member by N(v, jJ--$Js. 
The proof of (11.5) is complete. 
Let t I+ xl(t) be any n-vector-valued process adapted to the st such that 
4 4t)12> is L b gu e es e integrable over [a, b]. We define successively 
x2(t) = al(t), x3(t) = %!(t>,..., x!c+,(t) = 4c(t>,... * (11.9) 
By (11.5), these all exist, are adapted to the St, and have bounded second 
moments. Also, N(b, X, - x1) is finite. By repeated application of (11.5), 
N(t, xk+l - Xk)2 < [nPP(l + Y + Yyqk N(b, X1 - X0)2 (t - a)“/K! 
This implies that the sum of the N(b, xL+r - xlc) is finite, so that x1 + (x2 - xi) + 
(Xa--2)+...+(XP-X,-1) converges in L,-norm uniformly on [a, b]. Let 
its limit be x(t). Then xq and 4, converge to x uniformly in La-norm, and by 
(11.9) we have x = 2; that is, x satisfies the Eq. (11.1). 
If x1 and x2 are any two processes that are adapted to the St, have second 
moments integrable from a to b and satisfy (11. l), by (11.5) we have 
N(t, x1 - x2)2 < nC2L2(1 + Y + Y~)~ Jh” N(s, x1 - x2)2 ds 
for a < t < b. The only function that satisfies this is N(t, x1 - x# = 0, so 
the two solutions are equivalent. 
12. SECOND EXISTENCE THEOREM FOR SOLUTIONS OF 
STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Our second existence theorem will have weaker hypotheses and a slightly 
weaker conclusion. In preparation we establish a lemma. 
LEMMA 12.1. Let f, g, , h,,, and x,, satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 11.2, 
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and let x be a solution of Eq. (11.1). Let fi , g,,, , hl,p,O be n-vector-valued functions 
on [a, b] x Rn x Q; let zll,..., z Ir be real-valued processes on [a, b]; and let y  
be an n-vector-valued process on [a, b] adapted to the St such that 1 y(*, w)IZ is a.s. 
Lebesgue integrable over [a, b) and y  satisfies 
r(t) = ~(0) + /tf& y(s), w) ds a 
+ 1 j-ko(s, Y(S), ~1 dz,+) + c 1” hl,,.&> y(s), ~1 k”(s) dz1W 
I, a 0.D a (12.2) 
If for all w in a subset Q,, of 52 the equations 
r(a, w> = X&J), fdt, x, w> = f  (4 x7 ~1, g& x, w> = &, x, w), 
hl,p.o(t, x, w) = h,,&, x, ~1, Xl% w) = ZD(t, w> 
all hold, then for each t in [a, b] the equation y(t, w) = x(t, w) holds at almost 
all points of L$ , 
Let E be positive. As in the proof of Theorem 5.10, we can and do choose a 
process x1 adapted to the Fz , having E(I xl(t)j2) Lebesgue integrable from a to b, 
and satisfying x1(*, W) = y(*, W) for all w except those in a set Q, of P-measure 
less than E. Next we define x2 , x3 ,... successively as in (11.9). 
For (8, 6*) partitions B in [a, t) (a < t ,< b), as (6, S*) shrinks the partition- 
sum S(.P; gi,,(., y(e)); zro) converges in probability to 
s tg;.o(S, y(s), w> 4% ~1, a 
and the partition-sum S(B; gpi(., x1(.)); a~) converges in probability to the 
integral 
s 
t 
goi@, &), w> dz“(s, w). 
a w 
So for each such t we can choose a sequence of belated partitions in [a, t) such 
that the partition-sums converge to the corresponding integrals almost surely. 
But for all w in Q,,\Q, the partition-sums S(P; g:,,(., y(‘)); zrp) and 
S(B; gpi(., x1(.)); ~0) are equal, so we can and do choose a version of integral (B) 
that coincides with integral (A) at all points of Q,,\Q, . A like statement holds 
for the second-order integrals, so we can and do choose a version of x2 that 
coincides with y(.; W) for all w in Q,\sZ, . Repeating the argument, for each K we 
can and do choose a version of xk that coincides with ~(0, W) for all w in Q,\Q, . 
The processes x1, x2 ,... converge in L,-norm to x by Theorem 11.2, and by 
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the preceding paragraph they converge to y(*, w) for all w in Q,\ln, . Hence the 
equation 
holds for almost all w in !G’,\Qr . Since Qr has arbitrarily small P-measure, the 
equation holds for almost all w in Sz, . 
THEOREM 12.3. Let the following hypotheses be satisfied. 
(i) zl,..., z* are real-valued processes on [a, b] such that for each positive E 
there exist processes z,” on [a, b] that satisfy a KAt-condition and also satisfy 
-w&q) - zp(s)]4 I q) < K(t - s) 
a.s. whenever a < s < t < b. (By Corollary 10.2, this is satisfied zf the I satisfy 
a KAt-condition and are sample-continuous after small amendments.) 
(ii) The functions f +, gpi, and hb,O are real-valued on [a, b] x R* x Q, and 
there exists an a.s. Jinite-valued r.v. L such that if p is any one of these functions, 
and t is in [a, b] and w is in Q, and xl and x2 are in Rn, then 
I 944 Xl 9 W)-dt,x,,w)l dL(~)Ix1--2/, 
I dt, o,..., 0, w>l d Lb). 
(iii) If ‘p is any one of the functions fi, gd, hd,O, and w is any point in Q, 
the function (t, x) H v(t, x, W) is a Baire function on [a, b] x Rn. 
(iv) If v  is any one of the functions f (, gpi, hi,, , and X( *) is any n-vector- 
valued process on [a, b] that is separable and adapted to the Ft , the composite 
process (4 w) k-b qo(, X(4 w), w is also separable and adapted to the Pt . ) 
(v) x0 is an Ta-measurable n-vector-valued r.v. 
Then there exists a process t w x(t) that is adapted to the 9rt, has / x(*, w)j2 
a.~. Lebesgue integrable from a to b, and satisfies Eq. (11.1). Any two processes with 
these properties are equivalent. 
Let v be any function on [a, b] x R” x Q that has the properties 
(iii) for each w in Q, the function (t, x) tt y(t, x, W) is a Baire function; 
(iv) for each process X separable and adapted to the flz on [a], the com- 
posite (t, w) ++ (t, X(t, w), W) is also separable and adapted to the Ft . 
Let q be a positive integer. There is a number L, such that the set 
Q,’ = {w E Q: L(w) > L,} 
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has P-measure less than 2-*-g. The function (t, x, W) H -L, - L, 1 x 1 clearly 
has properties (iii) and (iv), and therefore so has the function defined by 
W, x, w> = mid{&, x, w), L, + Lq I x I, --L, - L, I x I}. 
Let D be a denumerable set dense in Rn and containing the origin. For each 
X* in D the function (t, x, UJ) I+ L, I x - x* I has properties (iii) and (iv), and 
so has (t, x, W) H +(t, x*, w) + L, 1 x - x* I. Clearly 
w,x*)+4Ix--*I ~(--L,--*I~*I)+~,I~--*I 
3 --Lq-Lqlxl, 
so the infimum 
inf($(t,x*)+L,/x-x*I:x*ED) 
is finite at each (t, x, w). It defines a function that satisfies (iii) and (iv). We 
name it ve . By hypothesis (ii), if w is in Q\Qn,‘, q~(t, x, U) = #(t, x, ~)==&t, x, w). 
In the proof of the finiteness of qq , we take x = 0 and find p),Jt, 0) 3 -L, . 
Likewise &t, 0) < $(t, 0) + L, IO - 0 / < L, . Let x and y be any two points of 
R”, t any point of [a, b], and w any point of Q. If E > 0, there is a point x* of D 
for which +(t, x*) + L, / x - x* I < vq(t, x) + E. Then 
dt, Y) < w, x*1 + L, I Y - x* I 
< %(4 4 + L, I y - x I + E* 
This holds for all positive E, so rp,(t, y) < vq(t, x) + L, 1 y - x I. The same proof 
holds with x and y interchanged, so vn satisfies a Lipschitz condition in x with 
constant L, . 
We apply this procedure to each of the functions f i, gk, /& to obtain functions 
f,i> g;., > hi P,0,9 that satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 11.1 with constant L, 
and coincide with fi, gd, ht,o, respectively except on the set Qq’ with 
P(ln,,) < 2-4-n. 
There is a number M, such that the set 
q={wEQ:Ixo(w)l >M*f 
has P-measure less than 2-*-q. With this M, we define 
x~.,(w> = midh(w), M, , -M,>. 
Then x,,,, is S$measurable and bounded, and coincides with-x, except on Qi . 
By hypothesis, for each q there are processes ql,..., zp* that:satisfy the condi- 
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tions in hypothesis (i) of Theorem 11.1 and coincide with xl,..., zr, respectively, 
except on a set Szz of P-measure less than 2-4-g. 
Now we define 
.Qg = (j [Ly u 52; u J-q. 
9=g 
This has measure less than 3 * 2-3-q, and it shrinks as p increases. 
For each 4, the equation 
has a solution x,(s). By Lemma 12.1, for each t the equation ~~+~(t, W) = x,(t, w) 
holds for almost all w in Q\Qg . So we can and do choose a version of xg+r that 
coincides with X, on Q\Q, . The intersection of the Q, has P-measure 0; for all 
w not in this set, all but finitely many of the x,(., W) are equal, and we choose 
x(., W) to be this common value. Then x is adapted to the Ft , and since each 
E(I xg(t)lz) is integrable from a to b, almost all ] ~(a, w)12 are integrable from a to b. 
Given E > 0, we choose q so that 2-q < c/2. There is a gauge (8, 6%) such 
that for every two (6, 6*) partitions 8’, 9” in [a, t), 
But if in this inequality we delete the subscripts q, the quantities are unchanged 
except on Qg, and P(Q,) < e/2. Hence 
/T(S(P’; g,i(.; x(s)); z’), S(9”; g6(., x(->I; .4 < E* 
So the partition-sums satisfy the Cauchy condition as (6, S*) shrinks, and the 
first-order integrals in (11.1’) exist. A like argument applies to the other integrals, 
so the right member of (11.1’) exists. Except on Qg , it has the same value as the 
right member of (A), so except on Q, the right member of (11.1’) is equal to 
xq(t, w). By definition of X, this implies that x satisfies (11.1’) 
Let x’ and X” be two solutions of (1 l.l), both adapted to the Ft and having 
j x’(., w)12 and j x”(., w)j2 a.s. Lebesgue integrable from a to b. For each positive 
integer q, by Lemma 12.1, for each t both ~‘(t, w) and ~“(t, w) coincide with 
x,(t, W) at almost all points of sZ\Qq . Since Q, has arbitrarily small measure, 
x’(t) and x”(t) are equivalent. The proof is complete. 
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13. A MORE SPECIAL TYPE OF INTEGRAL 
From this point on we shall restrict our attention to integrands with stronger 
continuity properties than those discussed in preceding sections, in order to be 
able to use some approximation techniques. Accordingly, we shall show that for 
certain integrands, the integral still exists and has the same value even if we 
strengthen the requirements for existence of the integral. We shall say that a 
process f on [a, b) has a constant-gauge integral with respect to zl,..., .ZT over 
[a, b) if the requirements of Definition 2.4 are met with some (6, S*) in which 6 
is a positive constant. In essence, we are retreating from a Lebesgue-type 
integral to one of the type defined by Riemann. This integral is a special case 
of the “belated” integral defined in SC&J&M, in which only partitions were 
allowed in which the union of the intervals Aj of the partition is all of [a, b). 
However, if x satisfies a KAt-condition and f is adapted to the si and has 
bounded second moment, if the belated integral exists so does the constant- 
gauge integral, and they are equal. 
In SC&SM the existence of the belated integral is established under conditions 
that resemble those for the existence of the Riemann integral. Here, for the sake 
of brevity and ease of proof, we shall restrict ourselves to a smaller class of 
integrands, still adequate for the purposes of the following sections. 
THEOREM 13.1. Let z satisfy a KAt-condition on [a, b]. Let f be a process 
adapted to the Pi on [a, b) such that for each positive E, there is a simple function h 
withfinite second moments, adapted to the Fi , with 11 f(t) - h(t)11 < ~(a < t < b). 
Then f has a constant-gauge integral with respect to x over [a, b), and the partition- 
sums S(P;f; z) converge in L,-norm to the integral as (6, S*) shrinks. 
The requirements on f are clearly satisfied if f is adapted to the 9f and is 
continuous in L,-norm on [a, b]. 
Let c be positive, and let h be as in the hypotheses. By Lemma 5.5, if B is any 
belated partition in [a, b), 
I/ S(B; f - h; z)[l < CE(b - a)1/2. (4 
In proving Lemma 5.8, all the gauges (6, S*) referred to had constant functions 6. 
So by that proof, there is a gauge (6, S*) with constant S such that for every 
(6, S*) partition in [a, b), 
11 S(9; h; z) - I” h(s) dz(s) ii < E. 
a 
From this and (A), for any two (6, S*) partitions 9, 9” 
11 S(B’; f; z) - S(P’;f; z)ll < c[2C(b - CZ)~/~ + 21. 
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By completeness, the partition sums converge to a limit in La-norm as (6, S*) 
shrinks, 6 being constant. The proof is complete. 
There is a similar theorem for second-order integrals. 
THEOREM 13.2. Let 9 and x2 satisfy a Kdt-condition on [a, b], Let f be a 
process adapted to the & on [a, b) such that fog each positive E, there is a bounded 
SimpZe function h adapted to the sf with E(jf(t) - h(t)]) < E(a < t < b). Then 
f has a constant-gauge integral with respect to 9, 9 over [a, b), and the partition- 
sums S(P’; f, 9, z2) converge in L,-norm to the integral as (6, S*) shrinks. 
Again the hypotheses on f are clearly satisfied if f is adapted to the ,Ft and is 
bounded and continuous in L,-norm on [a, b]. 
As in proving Theorem 6.4, it is enough to establish this when 9 and z2 are 
identical; we call their common value z. Also, if it holds when f is a bounded 
simple process, it holds for all f satisfying the hypotheses, as we see by an obvious 
modification of the proof of Theorem 13.1. Suppose then that h is a bounded 
simple process adapted to the St, constant on intervals [tiwl, ti’) (i = l,..., k), 
where t,’ = a and t,’ = b. Let 6 be positive, and let M denote the supremum 
of / h(t, w)[. I f  6 and S* are positive numbers and B is a (6, S*) partition in 
[ti-l , ti’), we can denote the pairs in 9’ as we did in the proof of Lemma 6.3. 
and with h(t;-,), timI , ti in place of y, a, b, respectively, obtain Eq. (A) in that 
proof. As shown there, we can choose 6 and S* small enough so that each of the 
second, third and fourth terms in the right member of (A) have L,-norm less 
than E/8k. By Theorem 13.1, we can also choose 6 and S* so small that the 
L,-norm of the difference between S(B; h(tL,)z; z) and the integral of h(ti-,)z 
with respect to z has L,-norm less than l /16k. We suppose constants 6, and 
Si* chosen so that for every (S, , S,*) partition in [tiwl , ti’), 
S(B; h(t;-,); z, z) = h(t;&(ti’)2 - z(t;J2] 
, 
- 2 j-11, W-d +) MS) + vi , PI 
where v, is a r.v. with L,-norm less than </2k. 
Now define 
6 = min{S, ,..., 6, , </4MKk}, 
S* = min{S,*,..., S,*}. 
I f  9 = ((7, Al),..., (7,) 42)~ is a (S, S*) partition in [a, b], there is a subset 
I,, of membersj of {l,..., 4) for which the smallest interval whose closure contains 
7j and Aj also contains a point of the set (to’,..., t%‘>. For each i, there is a set LC 
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of members of (l,..., Q} such that both TV and Aj are contained in [ti-r , ti’). 
By Lemma 6.1. 
Foreachiin{l,..., k}, the set of pairs {(TV , A,); j E Ii} has the properties required 
of B in the preceding paragraph, so (B) is valid. From (B) and (C), for every 
(6, 6*) partition 9 in [u, b), 
II 
S(P; h; z, z) - i h(t:&(t,‘)2 - X(t:-J2] 
kl 
- 2 1” h(s) x(s) dz(s) /I1 < E. 
a 
This completes the proof. 
14. AN APPROXIMATION LEMMA 
We shall often have use for Cauchy partitions of an interval [a, b). For these, 
if the evaluation points are t i ,..., t, (in increasing order) and t,, = b, the 
interval associated with each tj is Aj = [tj , tj+l)a This makes it unnecessary to 
name the intervals each time. We can and shall use the abbreviation “9 is the 
Cauchy partition (tl ,..., tJ’ to mean that 9 is the Cauchy partition with 
evaluation points t, ,..., t, and with the intervals defined as just described, and 
the points t, ,..., t, , b will be called simply the points of the partition. For such 
a partition, the mesh is the largest of the numbers tjfl - tj , i = l,..., k. 
I f  9’ is a Cauchy partition of [a, b), the Cauchy-Euler approximation to the 
solution of dx = f(t, x) dt is obtained by computing successively x(tJ = x0 , 
x(ti+l> = x(ti) + (G+l - tj) f’( tj). This process has an obvious formal extension 
to stochastic differential equations. But we shall need a somewhat more general 
type of successive determination of the x(tj), in which at each step a small 
adjustment term is added. We denote the approximation corresponding to the 
Cauchy partition B by x9, and we write the successive steps of its definition 
in the form 
+ f h,,o(tj v x&tj), W) AizD Ajz” + l g(tj)* 
P=l 
(14.1) 
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We are not really concerned with the values of the ~9 between the tj , but it is 
convenient to extend the definition by setting x9(t) = +(ti) for tj < t < ti+r . 
The restriction that mesh B be small is a constant-gauge restriction, so we 
cannot reasonably hope for these approximations to converge unless the 
fi(t, x(t), w), etc. have constant-gauge integrals. This is clearly the case if they 
are continuous in L,-norm, and it is easy to extend this to integrands that are 
right-continuous and have left limits inL,-norm at all points of [a, b). In SC&SM 
it is shown that it is sufficient to assume that they are L,-bounded and almost 
everywhere L,-continuous. 
LEMMA 14.2. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 11.2 be satisfied. Assume furthm 
that whenever q is any one of the functions in the set 
and X is a process adapted to the St and continuous in L,-norm on [a, b], the 
composite function (t, W) I-+ v(t, X(t, w), W) has a constant-gauge integral from 
a to b. Assume also that x9 is adapted to the St, and that the adjustment term 
cs(tj) dejked by (14.1) is such that there exists a function # on (0, 00) that has 
limit 0 at the origin and satisfies for q = I,..., k 
G $(mesh 9’)[1 + sup{l/ x&II: a < s < t&l. 
Then as mesh B tends to 0, x9 converges unzyormly in L,-norm to the solution x 
of (11.1). 
By Theorem 5.9 and Lemma 11.3, x is continuous in L,-norm. Hence there 
exists an upper bound, which we denote by M - 1, for 11 x(t)ll. Let E be positive. 
There exists a 6, such that if 1 s - t 1 < 6, , 11 x(s) - x(t)11 < e/n. Define 
I-l Q-l 
X@,) = x(4 + c f  (tj , &>, @J) 4 + 1 1 g&j , x(4), w) 4zp 
j=l j=l P 
9-l 
+ 1 1 h,,,(tj , x(tj), w) 4~~ 4~~. 
j=lh7 
Because fi(t, x(t), w), etc., have constant-gauge integrals, there is a positive Ss 
such that if mesh B < S, , II X(t,) - x(tq)ll < e/n. Also there is a positive 6, such 
that if 0 < u < 6, then #(u) < min{r/Mn, 1/2n}. 
Now let B be a Cauchy partition with mesh less than min{S, , 6, , S,}. Let t be 
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in [a, b], and let t, be the largest of the numbers tr ,..., t,,, that does not exceed t. 
Then (omitting the w’s) 
x&(t) - xi(t) = p?(t,) - xi(t,)] + [xi(t*) - xi(t)] + cja(t,) 
Q-l 
Each of the first two terms in the right member has &-norm less than e/n. If  
we define, for a < t < b, 
N(t) = sup{ll %?J(s) - x(s)ll : a < s < 6 
by the Lipschitz condition and Lemma 5.5 we have 
< CL I,,” N(S)2 q2. 
Similar inequalities hold for the second-order integrals and also for the integral 
with respect to ds. 
Since M - 1 is an upper bound for x(t), 
1 + sup(/lx&ll : a < 3 < tg> < M + N(t); 
so by the hypothesis and the choice of 8, 
mesh B)[M + N(t)] ,( c/n + N(t)/2n. 
With the help of these estimates (B) yields 
II %&> - x(t)/1 G n [3+ + N(t)/2n + (1 + r + Y") CL jpv(s)2 q2]. 
Here we may replace the t in the right member by any larger number in [a, b], 
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or equivalently replace t in the left member by any smaller number in [a, b]. 
That is, the estimate holds if we replace the left member by N(t). This implies 
N(t) < 6~ + 241 + Y + Y”) [~‘N(s)~ ds/“‘, 
a 
which in turn implies 
iV(t)2 < 72~~ + 8n2(1 + Y + ,2)2 It No ds. 
a 
(C> 
To utilize this we need a variant form of Gronwall’s lemma: 
LEMMA 14.3. If (Y > 0, and y  is real-valued and right-continuous on [a, b] 
and satisj?es 
r(t) < B j-” y(s) ds + a> 
0 
then 
y(t) < OL exp B(t - a). 
The proof of this resembles that of the Gronwall Iemma; it is exhibited on 
p. 169 of SC&SM. By applying it to (C) we obtain 
N(t)2 < 72~~ exp[8n2(1 + r + y2)2 (t - u)]. 
In particular, N(b) is arbitrarily small for Cauchy partitions with small mesh, 
and the theorem is proved. 
With the same hypotheses we can prove a different theorem, whose conclusion 
seems more appropriate for applications in modeling of observable systems; 
it is related to Lemma 14.2 much as the strong law of large numbers is related 
to the weak law. The hypotheses are the same as in Lemma 14.2, but the con- 
clusion is that the r.v. 
sup{1 x&, w) - x(t, w)[ : a < t < bj 
converges in probability to 0 as mesh 9 decreases. This is proved in SC&SM, 
pp. 170-175; the proof is too long to reproduce here. This conclusion can in 
fact be established under weaker hypotheses, namely those of Theorem 12.3. 
The Cauchy-Maruyama approximation to x is closely related to (14.1) with 
eB = 0. The difference is that if t, < t < t,+r , instead of defining x9(t) to be 
x9(tP) we define 
K&) = G&> + f M%4t,>>[t - to1 + c gL#* > %km”M - 4kJl 
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This difference can readily be shown to tend to 0 inL,-norm when the hypotheses 
of Lemma 14.2 are satisfied, so the Cauchy-Maruyama approximation then 
converges to the solution x uniformly in &-norm. Under the hypotheses of 
Theorem 12.3 the approximations converge uniformly in near-la-norm to x, 
but the proof is more tedious. 
15. STRICT SOLUTIONS 
Suppose that some scientific theory assures us that a certain system evolves, 
in the presence of Lipschitzian noises z*,..., x7, according to Eq. (11.1). (The 
second-order integrals will all vanish for such noises.) We idealize the model 
by replacing the noises by Wiener processes. Now the physically allowable 
Lipschitzian noises form only a set of measure 0 in the idealization, and since 
solutionsof stochasticdifferential equations aredeterminedonly up toequivalence, 
the idealization leaves the solution indeterminate on just the set of noises that 
can actually happen. For example, it might be possible to show that a certain 
statement S concerning the solutions of the equations is true if and only if the 
noises are all of bounded variation. Then in the system itself the statement would 
be surely true, but in the idealization it would be almost surely false. This is not 
a paradox; it is merely inept idealization. It can be avoided by restricting ourseIves 
to what we call strict solutions of stochastic differential equations: 
DEFINITION 15.1. A process x on [a, b] is a strict solution of Eqs. (11.1) if 
it is a version of the solution of (11. l), and in addition, for each w such that the 
functions ZQ(., w) are Lipschitzian on [a, b] and the integrals in the equation 
x(t, w) = xc,(a) + jtf(s x(s, w), w) ds + 1 jh, x(s, w), w) Ws, w) (15.2) 
a I) a 
exist as ordinary Riemann or Riemann-Stieltjes integrals, Eq. (15.2) is satisfied 
on [a, 61. 
Such solutions are not merely desirable to avoid misuse of the concept “almost 
sure” in idealizations; they are the natural solutions. In particular, we shall 
prove that if in solving the equations by Picard’s process, as in Sections 11 
and 12, we make the natural choice that for each w such that x,(t, w) converges 
uniformly to a limit, we choose that limit for x( ., w), the solution obtained will 
be strict. Likewise, if we approximate the solution by the Cauchy-Maruyama 
process, the natural limit is the strict solution. 
THEOREM 15.3. Let Eqs. (11.1) have a solution, and for each wO in the set 
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Q, = (w E 9: z’(*, co),..., zr( ., CO) are Lipschitziun on [a, b]} and each continuous 
fun&m X: [a, b] F+ R” let the composites 
be Riemunn integrable over [a, b]. Then (11.1) has a strict solution. 
Let us define the xk by (11.9), with q(t, w) = X,,(W). Similarly we define 
successively, for each w,, in Q, , 
x(4 mo> = xo(wo>7 
yk+dt, wo) = xo(wo) + /;f(s* Y&, wo), wo) ds 
+ c 1 ks,y&, wo), wo) dds, ~3. 
P a 
(4 
We now show 
(B) fork = 1,2,3 ,..., it is possible to choose versions of the xlc such that 
xk(-, coo) = yk( -, w) for all w0 in Q0 . 
This is obvious for K = 1. If statement (B) holds for k, for each t in [u, b] and 
each positive integer q there exists a gauge (6, , S,*) such that for every (6,) 8,“) 
partition B in [a, t), the partition-sums for gpi(s, q(s)), etc., differ from the 
corresponding integrals by less than 2-g inp-distance. We may choose 8,(t) < l/q 
and 6,* < l/q for all p and t. For each q, let Pa be a (6, , a,*) Cauchy partition 
in [a, t). Then as q increases the partition-sums S(Y* ; g,(*, yK); ZQ) ,etc., tend 
almost everywhere in Q to the corresponding integrals. 
We can use 8, to construct a Cauchy partition Pg’ of [u, t) with mesh less 
than l/q. We need only adjoin to Pq the set of pairs (7, A*) in which the A* 
are the intervals in [a, t) complementary to the intervals of 8, , and each 7 is the 
left end-point of the corresponding A*. If w0 is in Sz, , the partition-sums 
S(P),‘;gd( ., yk( *, q)); z’( ., q,)) differ from the sums S(B,; gpi( ., ylc( ., w,,));xp( *+I,,)) 
by a number that tends to 0 as q increases; and likewise for the sums correspon- 
ding to the f ( and the ha,= . Hence the value at w,, of the sum 
((2 
converges as q increases to the right member of (A). By the induction hypothesis, 
for each w. in Go the right member of (C) is unchanged if we replace yk by xk . 
683/s/2-4 
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The right member of (C), with xlc in place of yk , now converges almost every- 
where to xk+r and converges for all wa in Q, to yK+l , so these are equal at almost 
all points of -0, . On the subset of Q,, on which they are unequal we replace 
xk+l b Y Yk+l ; the result is equivalent to x~+~ , so it is acceptable as a version 
Of xk+l 3 and (B) holds for K + 1 also. 
For each w,, in Q, , y,(t, w,,) converges uniformly on [u, b] to the solution 
of (15.2) with w,, in place of W; this follows either from the classical Picard 
process for ordinary differential equations or from Theorem 11.2. But the xk 
converge uniformly in La-norm to the solution x of Eqs. (11. l), so for each t the 
solution x(t, 0~) of (11. I) coincides with the solution of (15.2) at almost all points 
of 52, . If on Q, we replace x(t, W) by the solution of (15.2), the result is equivalent 
to x and is a solution of (1 l.l), and it is strict. 
COROLLARY 15.4. Let 9 ,..., zT satisfy a KAt-condition and be sample- con- 
tinuous after small amendments. Let hypotheses (ii), (iii), (iv), and (v) of Theorem 
12.3 be satisjed, and let L(w,) b e j t f nz e or all wO in Q,, . Assume that for each w,, 
in Q,, and each continuous function X: [a, b] ++ Rn the composite functions with 
values f(t, X(t), wO), g,(t, X(t), w,,), h,,,(t, X(t), w,J are Riemann integrable 
from a to b. Then Eq. (11.1) has a strict solution. 
Let w,, be in 0,. If in the first paragraph of the proof of Theorem 12.3 we 
choose L, > q (as we may), w,, is not in f2,’ for large q, so the functions fai( -, -, q,), 
etc., are identical with fi(*, ., we), etc., whenever wa is in Sz, and q is large. 
Having chosen a value L* for Lp , we may choose the 6, in the proof of Theorem 
10.1 to be less than 1/24L*; then every we with L(w,) < L* is in none of the sets 
Sz, , so on it z,(., wO) = z(., we) .Therefore in the proof of Theorem 12.3 we 
can choose the za in such a way that each w,, in Sz, is not contained in Q”’ for 
large q. By Theorem 15.3, we can choose strict solutions x, for Eqs. (A) in the 
proof of Theorem 12.3. By the definition of the solution x of Eqs. (11.1) in that 
same proof, x is a strict solution. 
16. EQUATIONS IN CANONICAL FORM 
If a set of equations such as (11.1) is to describe the evolution of the state 
of a system under the influence of noises z O, it should have a certain stability. 
If the noises z’ are replaced by others whose sample functions differ uniformly 
from those of the x0 by amounts that are experimentally imperceptible, the 
states corresponding to the solutions of (11.1) with the two different noise 
systems should not differ by an unacceptably large amount. Equations (l.l), 
with the integrals interpreted as first-order stochastic integrals, lack this property 
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even for quite simple functions g, i. In certain specific cases, it can be shown 
by explicit computation that stability is attained if we add on a properly chosen 
second-order expression, as in (1 l.l), and it is natural to look for a general 
method of choosing such second-order terms to attain stability at least in a large 
and useful class of problems. We shall now establish a theorem, closely related 
to one of Wong and Zakai, that will determine for us the only such choice that 
can possibly be successful. 
In 1965 Wong and Zakai proved a theorem [S] concerning the equation 
dx = f(t, x) dt + g(t, x) dz, in which z is a Wiener process. They showed that 
if x is replaced by a piecewise linear process Z, that coincides with z at the 
points of a Cauchy partition B and is linear between those points, then as 
mesh B tends to 0 the corresponding solution of the equation tends uniformly 
in La-norm to a limit; but this limit is a solution, not of the original equation, 
but of another equation in general different. In SC&&M we established a partial 
generalization of this result, applying to all processes that satisfy conditions 
like those in conclusion (iv) of Theorem 10.1, Y being arbitrary; there is the 
additional conclusion that the maximum difference between the solutions of the 
equations with the piecewise linear noises and those with the original noises 
tends to 0 in probability. (Regrettably, the proof of Lemma VI-(3-36), on 
p. 197 of SC&&M, is incomplete. The conclusion is reached only when the 
Lipschitz number L(W) is independent of W, a restriction which could easily 
have been removed but was not.) We shall now prove a very special case of this 
theorem, easier to establish and adequate for our present needs. First we 
introduce some notation. 
DEFINITION 16.1. If  the functions (t, x, W) M gpi(t, X, w) are differentiable 
with respect to the xi for each t, x and w, we define 
g;.&, x, 4 = f Pg,i(t, $7 ~>wj goi(t, x, u>. i=l 
DEFINITION 16.1. A system of stochastic differential Eqs. (11.1) is in 
canonical form if 
We can now state our feeble substitute for the theorem of Wong and Zakai. 
THEOREM 16.3. Let fi, gt be bounded and continuous together with their 
partial derivatives of Jirst and second order with respect to t and the xi for all t in 
[a, b], x in R” and w in Q. Let z1 ,..., .zr be processes adapted to the Se such that 
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for some constant K and some function 4 on [0, co) that has limit 0 at 0, the conditions 
I q+ - Z”(S)1 %>I < q - 4, 
Jq[zW - zp(s)12 I %) < K(t - 4, 
q z”(t) - Z’(S)IP I 6) < (t - s)#(t - s) (P = 394956) 
are a.s. satisjed whenever a < s < t < 6. For each Cauchy partition B of [a, b), 
let zg be the process that is linear on each interval [tj , tj+J with t3 and t3+1 con- 
secutive points of 8, and coincides with ZD at the points t, and tj+l . Let x, be an 
Pa-measurable r.v. with j&e second moment, and for each w in B let x9(*, W) 
be the solution of she ordinary daxerenntial equation 
x&, w) = q,(w) + 6f (s, xi& w), w> ds 
(A) 
Then as mesh P tends to 0, x&t, *) is a r.v. that tends on [a, b] uniformly in L,-norm 
to the solution x of the stochastic equation 
x(t) = xo + (f (s> 44 ds + 1 j-t ids, ~(4) d@(s) 
P a 
+ ; c j ’ g&, x(s)) dz”(s) dz”(s). 
I),0 a 
w 
We use D to denote differentiation with respect to t. Let B be a Cauchy 
partition of [a, b], and let [t, , Q+l t ) be one of its intervals. On this interval, 
Dz&) = d,&d,t, 
and x9 satisfies 
Dx&) = f + 1 &W/4~1~ (C> 
P 
where (as hereafter) all functions in the right member are evaluated at 
(t, x9(t, w), w). Another differentiation yields 
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If we introduce the symbol A,9 to mean A,$, this can be abbreviated to the form 
wherein 
Hi, = cd& dt, ~1, w> (P, 0 = I,..., r) 
and the other Ho,, are bounded functions given in (D). Another differentiation 
yields 
[~3~&l[4t13 = C H;,,,,(t) A#’ Aso &‘I, m 
p,0.7=0 
the coefficients being bounded functions formed from the f i and gi and their 
partial derivatives of first and second order. 
By Taylor’s theorem, with these equations, we see that for each i in {I,..., n} 
there is a number fqsi in (t, , t,+l) such that 
wYtg+d = d(tp) + f V, , x&, , ~1, a) 4 
+ i cd.& , +(t, , w>, w) 4~“ A$’ + l i(t, , w>, v-2 WS=l 
where 
% 3 ~1 = i P%&) + H,“,o(tq)l A& A,t 
A0 
By Lemma 5.5 the sum of the L,-norms of the terms containing a A,$-factor 
tends to 0 with mesh 9, and the sum of the absolute values of the terms with 
three AZ-factors (even with the j H I-factors replaced by their suprema) tends 
to 0 also. So by Lemma 14.2, the process yg whose value on each interval 
[t, , t,+l) is constantly equal to x&t,) converges uniformly in L,-norm to the 
solution of Eq. (B). 
If t, < t < t*+1, the difference between x&t) and y&t) is given by (G) 
and (H) with t - t, and z(t) - z(t,J in place of A,t and A?, respectively. As 
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we have already seen (or as is in fact obvious), this tends to 0 uniformly in 
&-norm as mesh B decreases, and the proof is complete. 
Suppose now that we are studying a system whose time-evolution, in the 
presence of Lipschitzian noises P,..., z’, is asserted by some scientific theory 
to be given by Eq. (1.1). W e wish to find an equation of the form (11.1) that 
will extend the theory to allow of a larger class of noises, say those that satisfy 
a KAt-condition and are sample-continuous after small amendments, still 
yielding the same solutions as those of (1.1) in the realizable case of Lipschitzian 
noises, and also being stable in the sense we have discussed earlier. Any equation 
of the form (11.1) can be called an extension of Eq. (l.l), since when the zp are 
Lipschitzian the second-order terms in (11.1) have no effect on the solution. 
If  we consider only strict solutions of Eqs. (ll.l), we obtain consistency; the 
strict solutions of (11.1) agree with those of (1.1) for Lipschitzian x0. If  the z0 
satisfy a KAt-condition and are sample-continuous after small amendments, 
the inscribed piecewise linear processes ZIP of Theorem 16.3 approximate the 
processes zp as mesh 9 tends to 0 in such wise that for each sample function, 
xp and ~~0 differ everywhere by an arbitrarily small amount when mesh 9 
is small. Therefore, if the model furnished by (11 .l) is to be stable, the solutions 
of (11.1) corresponding to z& must tend in some acceptable sense to the solutions 
of (11.1) as the mesh decreases. But by Theorem 16.3 we see that the solutions 
of (11.1) for the z&, which are the same as the solutions of (A) of Theorem 16.3 
for such noises, must tend to the solution of (B) in La-norm. Therefore the only 
choices of the h,,, in the extension (11.1) of (1.1) that can possibly provide 
stability are those that give the same solutions as those of the canonical extension, 
Eq. (B) of Theorem 16.3. Unless we choose the hi,,, in such a way that 
the extension cannot be stable. Therefore we shall henceforth accept the canonical 
extension as the chosen extension. We cannot be sure that it has all the properties 
that we desire; but we can be sure that any other extension that gives different 
solutions certainly lacks stability. 
In general, when more than one noise is present, we cannot be sure that any 
stable extension exists. In fact, unless 
g” i P.-T = &D 
no stable extension can possibly exist, because the original system (1.1) is 
already unstable (SC&SM, pp. 224-225.) However, when there is only one 
noise we can prove stability under weak hypotheses on the functions involved. 
We here merely state without proof a theorem that is a trivial extension of one 
established in SC&SM, p. 222. 
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THEOREM 16.2. Let f $, g,i be Lipschitzian and thrice continuously dz~erentiable 
with respect to t and the xi for all t in [a, b], all x in R” and all w in Q. Let 9 be 
a process that satisfies a KAt-condition and is sample-continuous after small 
amendments. Assume that the gli(t, x, W) do not all vanish at any point (t, x, w). 
Let x be a process with a.s. continuous sample functions that is a strict solution of 
the canonical equation 
dxi = f  ‘(t, x) dt + g,“(t, x) d.9 + i g;&(t, x) g”(t, x)/2 (dz1)2. 
h=l 
Then there exists a subset Q, of 52 with the following properties. 
(i) P&J = 1. 
(ii) I f  w E Q and x1( ., w) is Lipschitzian, then w E Sz, . 
(iii) I f  w0 E .QO and (zj , xi1 ,..,, xj*) (j = 1, 2, 3 ,...) is a sequence of (n + l)- 
tuples of real-valued functions on [a, b] such that for each j, either there is an ug 
in Q0 for which xj(.) = zl(., wj) and xi(.) = x(., w ,), or else ,zj is Lipschitzian and 
(zi , xj) satisfies Eq. (l.l), and as j -+ CC both 1 xi(a) - x(a, wO)i and 
sup{jj z+(t) - z?(t, wJl : a < t <b} tend to 0, then xj(t) converges to x(t, o~o) 
unaformly on [a, b]. 
In Chapter VI of SC&SM the canonical extension is shown to have several 
other useful properties. Of these we shall prove none and mention only one. 
Suppose that in Rn we introduce new coordinates yl,..., y* that are twice- 
differentiable functions of the xi. By ordinary calculus we can write a differential 
equation for the y” such that the transform into y-coordinates of each solution 
of (1.1) is a solution of the transformed equation. But if we interpret the integral 
in (1.1) as an It&belated integral, and allow noises z” that satisfy a K&condition 
and are sample-continuous after small amendments, this is no longer the case. 
Even simple systems lack the invariance property. But if we replace (1.1) and 
its transform into y-coordinates by their canonical extensions, the invariance 
property is restored; the transform into y-coordinates of the solution satisfies the 
transformed (canonical) equation. 
For concreteness we shall apply these general considerations to a simple 
example. The indefinite integral 
F(t) = j: k(s) - da>1 d+) 
has the value [z(t) - z(a)12/2 when x is Lipschitzian. When z is a Wiener 
process, it is well known ([2, p. 4441 or SC&&M, p. 34) that a version of F is 
given by 
F(t) = [x(t) - ~(a)]~/2 - (b - ~42. 
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This version of the integral is stable; if z is replaced by another process for 
which z(t) - z(u) h as nearly the same distribution, the distribution of the 
solution will also be near that of the solution corresponding to z. But it is not 
consistent. If we change to another version by deleting the term -(b - a)/2 
for all w for which z(., W) is Lipschitzian, the new version is consistent, but 
it is not stable. 
Let us rewrite the problem by observing that F is the component x2 of the 
solution of the equations 
dxl = dz, dx2 = xl dz (4 
with initial conditions x1(a) = x2(a) = 0. If a physical system were governed 
by these equations when z is Lipschitzian, we would propose that in order 
to allow of extending the class of admissible noises to include those that satisfy 
a Kdt-condition and are sample-continuous after small amendments, we should 
replace Eqs. (A) by their canonical extension, which is easily computed to be 
dxl = dz, dx2 = x1 dz + (l/2) (dz)2, m 
with the same initial conditions. By the It6 differentiation lemma, Theorem 9.4, 
the process 
x’(t) = z(t) - z(u), x”(t) = [z(t) - z(a)]2/2 ((7 
is a version of the solution of Eqs. (B). It is obviously consistent, and it has the 
strong stability property that if a sequence of noise-processes zi , z2 ,... tends 
pointwise to z, then the solutions (C) corresponding to the Z~ tend likewise 
to the solution (C) with noise-process z. 
17. CASES IN WHICH THE CANONICAL FORM IS INAPPROPRIATE 
In preceding sections we have been emphasizing that in systems governed 
by Eqs. (1.1) when the noise-functions are Lipschitzian, there are great 
advantages in using the canonical extension of (1.1) when the class of admissible 
noise-processes is to be enlarged to permit, say, Wiener processes. However, 
there are applications in which this extension is not suitable. For an interesting 
example in economics, we refer the reader to [l]. 
How then are we to distinguish the cases in which the canonical form is not 
to be used 1 We suggest that the test is the rapidity of response of the system to 
the noise to which it is subjected. Physical systems usually have essentially 
instantaneous response. For example, when random noise is picked up by a 
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radio receiver, it takes a positive time for the effect of the incoming noise energy 
to cause readjustment of the receiver’s parameters; but this time will be a 
fraction of a microsecond. On the other hand, the noises we are interested are 
of audio frequency, and for so to vary significantly requires perhaps fifty micro- 
second. So the reponse of the system to the noise can without significant error 
be regarded as instantaneous. This is in fact the basis of the use of a differential 
equation (1 .l) to model the system. 
By contrast, if x(t) represents the total sales up to time t, an economic system 
reacts to this “noise,” but relatively slowly. A transaction does not affect the 
economic system until information about it has been transmitted to the appro- 
priate persons, and this may well take a long enough time to allow of quite a 
significant number of further transactions. Such systems can be thought of as 
slowly responding systems. One way of characterizing them mathematically 
would be thus. A system is slowly responding if the time-interval [a, b] can 
be subdivided by points t, = a < t, < *es < t, = b in such a way that the 
sensivities g, of the system to the respective zp are determined on the interval 
[tjml , ti) by t and the functions xi and zp as restricted to (a, tiel). 
In order to show the effect of slow response we consider a simple system, 
so as not to obscure the essential distinction with a fog of mathematical detail. 
Suppose that the individual sales are independent r.v.‘s (negative sale being 
purchase), and that the sales occur at the jumps of a Poisson process, and each 
sale has the distribution of a bounded r.v. u with mean 0. The total sales up to 
time t we denote by q(t). With the times t, ,..., t, as in the preceding paragraph, 
assume that on each interval [tiwl , 3 t.) the sensitivity g(t, x(a)) to the “noise” 
xi is independent of t and is determined by x(tjel) alone. If we start with an 
x0 independent of w, x(tJ will have the distribution of the r.v. g(u, xO)[xl(tl) - 
z,(t,J]. The conditional distribution of x(tJ - x(tl), given x(tJ = x1 , will 
be that of the r.v. g(tl , xJ[z(tJ - z(tJ], and this will determine the distribution 
of x(tJ; and so on, to the final value of x. 
Let us now construct a sequence of noise-processes x1 , za ,..., in which x1 
is as above, and each z,, is similarly constructed except that the distribution of 
individual sales is that of the r.v. 21-% and the expected number of sales in a 
given time-interval is 4”-l times that of zr . Each increment zn(tj) - x,(tjml) 
will then tend in distribution to the increment over (tjvl , tj] of a Wiener process, 
which we call ru(.). Corresponding to the process z, we will obtain a state- 
function x,(s). By the above reasoning, the distribution of xn(tl) will converge 
to that of g(u, xO)[w(tl) - w(t,)], which is a normal distribution. Inductively, 
we can show that the distribution of each xJtj) will converge to some continuous 
distribution. For the cumulative distribution F,,Jh) of g(tj , xn(ti)) will converge 
(in the usual sense of convergence of distributions) to some limit F,(X), and 
the independent r.v. zn(tj+l) - zn(tj) will have a distribution @,&) that 
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converges (in the usual sense) to the distribution Gj(h) of a normal r.v. with 
mean 0 and variance a constant multiple of tj+r - tj . So the product 
will have a distribution, the convolution of those of its factors, that converges 
to a continuous limit, and the distribution of xn(tj+J will converge to a continuous 
limit. 
These limiting distributions can be computed successively by the procedure 
X(tj+d = dtj) + Ati 9 4G>> Lwtti+l) - w(tj)l~ 
where w(.) is a Wiener process such that w(t) - w(s) has mean 0 and variance 
K(t - s), K being the variance of z,(l) - ~~(0). Whether or not this is 
an adequately close approximation to the xl(t) that we are actually concerned 
with is of course uncertain. It is merely the routine question that we meet 
whenever we use the central limit theorem; is the normal approximation close 
enough in this case ? There is no all-embracing answer. But if it is in fact good 
enough, we notice that the successive determinations of the x(ti) are exactly 
the steps in forming the Cauchy-Maruyama approximation, with partition 
(to ,*-*, tl), to the solution of the stochastic differential equation 
x(t) = x0 + Jf g(s, x(s)) dw(s). 
a 
Here again we meet the question: is this approximation good enough? Again 
there is no all-embracing answer. All we can do is to try it in various applications, 
to see if it is indeed a good enough model. The point of interest is that the 
differential equation to which we have been led is not in canonical form. It 
involves only a first-order integral, no matter what g may be. This is perhaps 
less surprising if we recall that we are not extending to Wiener processes a 
differential equation that models the system adequately when the input noises 
are Lipschitzian. The fundamental model that we are approximating by solutions 
of a stochastic differential equation is not a differential equation at all; it is a 
difference equation. But the entrance of this peculiarity into the theory is via 
the property of slow response. 
The reasoning used in the above example can be extended to more complicated 
situations. A termf(t, x) dt can enter; there can be several noises; and the value 
of g,(t, x(t)) on [tjel , tj), given x(s) for a < s < tjel , can be allowed to be a 
function of t, with suitable restrictions. But we lack both the space and the 
inclination to go into these details. 
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